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Grand Jury Indicts Balentine
charged with allegedly having
forced sexual contact with Kay
McCurdy on Aug. 25, 1981.
Balentine is also charged with
allegedly committing the same
offense on that day against Pat
Jackson.
The deputy sheriff is further
charged with a class D
misdemeanor, alleged official
misconduct.
Balentine pleaded not guilty to
all three charges before Calloway
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter.

20-Cent Stamp
Request Denied
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Rate Commission today
turned down a request by the
Postal Service to raise the cost of
mailing a first-class letter from 18
cents to 20 cents.
The independent commission
said it found no justification for
the request. The current rate, the
panel said, is "fair and equitable"
and allows the Postal Service
enough revenue to deliver the
mall.
The Postal Service has
contended, however, that it is
losing money at the rate of half a
billion dollars a year despite being
allowed to raise the first-class
rate from 15 cents to 18 cents in
March.

Human Rights Case
Settled Wednesday
A Murray case was one of
several settled by the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights
Wednesday.
In the case, Earl Blake;"now of
Fort Polk, La., reportedly
charged that Mr. and Mrs. James
Beane refused to rent him an
apartment in Murray because of
his race.
The Beanes denied any
discrimination but agreed to pay
Blake $750 as part of the
settlement.
Blake alleged that, after he
made an appointment to look at
the apartment, the owners were
not there to show it to him. Blake
also charged that he was told the
apartment was rented when he
later called to inquire about
renting it.

The service had first asked'the
commission to approve a 20-cent
rate in April 1980, but the
commission responded by
allowing only the 3-cent hike.
The commission had voted
again in June to disapprove the 20cent rate, but the Postal Sercice
had asked for yet another
reconsideration.
The Postal Service board of
governors could now vote
unilaterally to impose the 20-cent
rate. Some observers, indeed,
expect such a move, which would
be unprecedented and sure to be
challenged in court, when the
board meets Sept. 22. Any attempt
to bypass the independent
commission would have to be by a
unanimous vote of the bord.
At the June meeting of the
Postal Service board, officials
noted the annual deficit of about
$500 million under the current rate
and ordered reduced spending,
including greatly curtailed
building plans.
The Postal Service said then
that it was continuing to lose the
battle to break even because of
increases in its costs, notably
cost-of-living increases to its
employees. Labor costs account
for 86 percent of the service's total
costs.
The 20-cent rate would bring in
about $1 billion in additional
revenue.
The commission said today that
Postal Service financial reporting
techniques and the board's
decision to put into effect secondand third-class rates lower than
the commission's February
recommendations "largely
account for the appearance of a
deficit."

Balentine was represented by
Murray attorney Harold Hurt
today.
Immediately after charges
were read against Balentine he
left the courtroom.
Special Prosecutor Bill
Cunningham said he will not
request Balentine be arrested on
the charges. He said, "I will not
oppose letting him remain free on
his own personal recognizance.
The prosecutor also said
Balentine would be issued a
criminal subpoena to appear on
charges if he was not present
today. However, when the grand
jury returned this morning he was
sitting quietly in the courtroom
with his wife.
The grand jury also returned 29

other indictments this morning.
However, action was not taken
early enough in the day for this
edition. A full report will follow in
Friday's Murray Ledger & Times.
Charges against Balentine
came as the result of the threeweek long investigation of the
sheriff elect by Kentucky State
Police.
Police have indicated two Murray women have complained of
sexual abuse by a Calloway County Deputy Sheriff.
Following that complaint, Deputy Balentine was suspended from
duty by Sheriff Max Morris.
Although, the suspension is with
pay, no information has been
made available as to when, or if,
he may return to work.

The facts surrounding Franklin Glur's death Hill remain
unchanged.
Hut to man; the man Hho died Tuesdav night Hill always
be a bevies.s stranger.
-is I reflected Wednesdav afternoon on the morning's
news. I discovered we man; times fail to look behind the
facts, I began to wonder Hho was Franklin Glen Glur anyway?
pith those fleeting thoughts. sheer chance brought me
that information. .4 phone call came from Debbie Hoffman.
a friend and associate of Glur's.
She wanted facts about the incident and in ruin graciously
agreed to talk about the man she knew. Along Hill, Dr.
Hichard Hazier. she had init.," ietsed and knoHn Glur
through a program called Daylight. Inc. That program. in
its infanev. is attempting to publish a magazine for inmates
and those on the outside. She Has preparing a series of
stories about Glur when he died. He had asked that inhwmalion not bear his name.
IT hat hams are their recollections from hawing known
and talked H ith Glur.
Pk;his J. Osborne
Nearly 31 years ago, Frank Glur
However, during his stay in the
began life in Shively, near penitentiary, he was serving a
Louisville.
10-year sentence for rape,
At the age of 4 he was placed in a knowlingly receiving stolen
fondling home. From there he was property, two counts of grand
in and out of foster homes until he larceny, armed robbery,
was adopted later in his childhood. detaining a female and carrying a
concealed deadly weapon, prison
Hoffman believes he first began officials said.
a life opposite the law at about the
While serving his time, Hoffman
age often, nearly 20 years ago.
recalls Glur enjoyed sports. "He
From there much of the next 15 played hard. Frank really enjoyed
years of his life has not been swimming, hand ball, basketball.
uncovered until she met him at the
"He told me in the reformatory,
Kentucky State Penitentiary in the recreation program showed
Eddyville about three years ago. him how to work off aggression
At the time Hoffman was s,orking through sports," she explaind.
as a volunteer at the prison.
In the fall of 1978, Glur began
Glur arrived at the prison on taking college courses offered by
January 21, 1975. It is unclear Murray State University at the
whether, he began serving his prison. In 1970 he had earned his
sentence at Eddyville or was General Education Degree(GED)
transferred from another while serving a sentence at
correctional facility.
laGr,ange-Reformatory.

•

BRUBAKER BOX — First place in the recent Volkswagen Bug In
at Lovelace, Ky., went to Murrayan Mike Brothers and his fiberglass
kit - the Brubaker Box. The people's choice winner will be presented
in two national magazines - Hot VWs and VW Greats - in the near
future. The completed kit lists for $11,000 in Los Angeles and is an extremely rare model since the company went out of business in 1974.
(See Story on Page 10-A)
Staff Photo By Jun Rector

Detective Identifies Officers

Jury Says Shooting In Line Of Duty
By PHYLLIS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
Kentucky State Police Detective
Gene Spillman told the Murray
Ledger & Times late Wednesday
afternoon patrolman Bobby
Holmes was the officer who shot
and killed Franklin Glur.
Spillman released the officer's

name after he presented the facts
surrounding the incident to the
Calloway County Grand Jury. He
saw, in my personal opinion, his
actions saved officer Hobbs' life
and probably his own."
In its official report the grand
jury said, "We are satisfied that
the shooting occurred in the line of

President Proposing
More Spending Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan is proposing $16
billion in further spending cuts for
1982 that include delaying cost-ofliving increases in Social Security
and other benefit programs and
abolishing the departments of.
Education and Energy,
government sources say.
The latest round of budget cuts
were ordered by Reagan in
response to new projections that
the deficit for the fiscal year
beginning Oct. 1 is ballooning
beyond initial estimates. Reagan
is expected to announce the
package early next week.
Sources said the new cuts would
revive an earlier proposal to defer
the annual, automatic cost-ofliving increase in monthly
payments for Social Security
benefits from July 1, 1982, until
Oct. 1, 1982.
Automatic cost-of-living

increases also would be delayed
for such programs as food stamps,
veterans benefits and civilian and
military pensions, the sources
said. The moves would save an
estimated $5 billion in 1982.
Meanwhile, Reagaa planned to
meet today with his Cabinet to
review proposals prepared by
budget director David A.
Stockman, Deputy White House
press secretary Larry Speakes
said.
Speakes said each Cabinet
member would be given "some
details on the department-bydepartment budget cuts
recommended by Stockman."
Stockman briefed Senate
Republican leaders on the new
budget-cutting proposals
Wednesday night and spoke
separately with House Republican
leader Robert H. Michel of
Illinois.

Who Was Franklin Glur?
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Sheriff-Elect Pleads Not Guilty

By PHYLLIS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff-Elect
David Balentine was indicted this
morning by the Calloway County
Grand Jury.
Jurors returned a three-count
indictment against Balentine
charging him with two counts of
sexual abuse in the first degree
and one count of official
misconduct.
Balentine is charged with a
class D felony, sexual abuse. He is
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,

On May 11 of this year, Glur left that play their cards real close to
Eddyville a free man. He was their chest."
released on "minimum
The small-statured Glur didn't
expiration" according to prison seem to understand many of those
records. He had been discharged things that are normal to most,
after serving only six years of his according to Hazier and Hoffman.
10-year sentence.
"He was trying to learn a different
But, his release from set of rules. What stopped him
Eddyville was not his last remains unknown," they
confrontation with the law. explained.
Kentucky State Police Detective
"He really didn't know how he
Gene Spillman reported Glur was fit in," she said.
scheduled to appear in Jefferson
Although Glur appeared
County on charges of first degree "happier than he was in
burglary and receiving stolen - Eddyville, he seemed to begin to
property on August 17. Just feel it wasn't all he wanted,"
slightly more than three months Hazier said.
after his release, he again found
Both Hazier and Hoffman
himself on the "wrong side of the readily said he would not be
law."
"surprised if Frank was totally at
Sometime after his release from fault" in the Tuesday night
Eddyville, he came to Murray. incident. "After all Frank was a
Hoffman recalls he visited she and criminal and Frank fights when
her family of several occasions..
backed into a corner," Hazier
During the summer, he was further said.
enrolled at MSU and planned to
He went on to explain the only
pursue a degree in social work. "set of rules" for Glur was to fight
"He never really said he wanted back. "He only knew to fight to
to work with inmates, only that he come out on top when backed into
wanted to work with people," a corner. You have to remember,
Hoffman cernembers. Glur in prison it's either you or the next
completed the summer session guy," they said.
Normally Hoffman saw the
and was enrolled at MSU at the
angular-faced young man two or
time of his death.
"The fact he was in college says three times a week.
he was thinking about the future
However, she had not seen or
but who knows how realistically." talked with him in about two
weeks when she learned of his
she and Hazier explained.
Glur, an outgoing personable death. "I was just thinking I
individual, always remained non- needed to get by there and see if
committal. "He wouldn't commit things were all right," she said.
himself to even the smallest "You never know what will tip the
things. Like when he was going to scales for these people. We try to
get a job. Somehow he would keepoin close contact."
What may have tipped the
suggestthose kinds of things were
scales' for Frank Glur in those
going to work out," Hazier said.
Hoffman further explained, short two weeks probably' will
"You've got to realize, people like never be known,

official police duty and that no
'Hobbs replied,'yes.'
criminal sanctions are
"Holmes,fearing for Hobbs' life
warranted."
and his own. took his revolver and
Murray City Police officer Ed reachd around Hobbs ana fired
Hobbs was one of the two officers once.
first at the scene of the incident.
"The man continued to struggle
Spillman further identified and officers were unsure whether
Holmes and Hobbs as the two of- or not he had been wounded.
ficers injured in the incident.
As soon as they discovered he
Holmes was treated for a cut over was wounded they called for the
the left eye and released from ambulance. Murray-Calloway County Hospital
"We have information that Glur
Tuesday night. Hobbs remained had been sniffing glue and taking
hospitalized until Wednesday for alcohol when the incident ocinjuries he received in the alterca- curred."
tion.
City Police Chief Jerry Lee said
Coroner Tommy Walker today Glur's roommate, Richard
reported Glur died at 10:09 p.m. E. Pilon, of Fayette County, has
Tuesday. Following an autopsy been arrested and lodged in the
Wednesday he said the cause of Calloway County Jail. Pion, who
death was a single gunshot to the is also a former inmate at
chest. Spillman said no other shots Eddyville, was charged with
were fired in the incident.
knowingly receiving stolen
Spillman recounted the incident property. Other charges against
as follows:
the defendant may be
"At 8 p.m. Tuesday the officers forthcoming, according to Lee.
(Holmes and Hobbs) received a
Officers believe the articles
call from headquarters to look for recovered from the Glur and Pilon
a blue Ford station wagon. A residence Tuesday night will solve
white 'male was in the car and had possibly 12 thefts, break-ins and
been creating a disturbance at burglaries. Three stolen cars, also
Pete Rutledge's club. They went believed linked to the incident,
to the area and didn't find the car. have been recovered by police.
"Officers then talked with two Other suspects may be arrested in
ladies near the spot the car had connection with the incidents.
been seen and were told it had just
Officer Hobbs is off-duty on sick
left.
leave. Currently, Officer Holmes
"They received a second call at is on a week's vacation, Lee said.
9:38 p.m. stating the blue station
wagon was going east on Ash
Street. They proceeded and found
the car stopped at the corner of
Cherry and Pine Streets. Therc
was a white male (later identified
as Glur) outside the vehicle talking with two black males.
"Officers approached the
group. The two blacks then left.
Murray Electric System
The white male was acting employees will receive a pay instrangely. He had his hands crease averaging 12 percent effecbehind his back and was spinning tive Oct. 1.
on his toes. They attempted to ask
The pay increase was approved
the man for some identification, by the MES board at its regular
for his name. He then doubled his meeting Wednesday.
fist as if to strike one of the ofMES Supt. Ron Underwood said
ficers.
the increase will cost the system
"He then ran behind a house and approximately $54,000 annually.
officers pursued. Officer Holmes MES employs 32 persons.
came around the corner of the
"We don't anticipate any rate
home and the man struck him in increase to cover the cost of the
the face with a mop, hitting him raises," Understood said. He
just over the left eye.
pointed out futurlt-increases from
"The man broke away and ran TVA would be passed along,
again. Officers chased him into however.
some shrubs near another home.
The board also named John
"He broke away from the of- Gregory as its attorney and
ficers and ran into a thicket at the secretary.
back of another residence.
"The man then fell and officer
Hobbs came into personal contact
with the man while trying to handcuff him.
Two Sections — 18 Pages
Aces
"Holmes attempted to assist
4-B
Hobbs by holding the man's feet.
Church Directory
7-B
Classifieds
-The man broke from Hobbs
8-A,9-A
and pulled Hobbs' weapon from
Comics
8-A
his holster. Hobbs also grabbed
Crossword
8-B
the weapon.
Dear Abby
7-A
"The man pointed the gun
Deaths &Funerals
10-A
directly at Hobbs' face. He told
Garrott's Galley
6-A
Holmes twice the man had his
Horoscope
7-A
gun.
Local Scene 2-A,3-A,4-A,5-A
"Holmes then asked again,
Opinion Page
6-A
'Does he have your gun?'
Sports
1-B, 2-B

MES Employees

To Receive
Salary Increase

today's index

Hospital Board
Meets Tonight
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board will meet at 7
tonight in the hospital board room.
Items on the agenda include a
report from the anesthesiology
committee and adoption of the
hospital auxiliary by-laws.

Sun
A combination of sun and

clouds today with isolated
showers northeast.
Unseasonably cool with
highs from the upper 508 to
mid 60s. Fair and very cool
tonight. Lows in the low to
mid 40s. Mostly sunny Friday with highs in the 60s.
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Community Events Are Listed
Thursday,Sept. 17
Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club members will meet
at 6 p.m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church parking
lot to go as a group to the
lake cottage of Betty Lou
• :10,9:1 Hill for a potluck supper.
Each member is to bring
BLOWOUT(R)
salad, vegetable, or
a
2111Tidi.-7
/
dessert.
lids Ten11•07:20,9:06
NAVE MAL R

BODY HEAT('
As Me Tropstolure Nees,
The Sospose

ROM,
AIM* Spode'
Al Sam 51.540M Moos
The reees•o• rorskros 'SUPERMAN r ope)

Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will
have a "rush" social at
the home of Hazel Cowin,
1508 Story Avenue,at 7:30
p.m.

LATE SHOW fill & SA1
11 00 ONROlItI • It 40 PM

RILL

KILL A

(E)

Calloway County
Athletic Boosters will
iponsor a "Beat Lone
Dak Bon Fire" at 8 p.m.
m the Calloway County
High School parking lot.

Ate

KILL OR BE KILLED IL

Men's Stag Night will
be held at 5:30 p.m. with
Gene McCutcheon, Larry
Contri, Bill Holt, and
Scott Seiber in charge of
the arrangements.

When they met they
heard bells. And that
was just round one.
•

JOHN BELUSHI &
BLAIR BROWN

CONTINENTAL
DIVIDE PG
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Starts
Tomorrow
"'BODY HEAT IS A HIT. YOU NOT
ONLY SEE AND HEAR THIS MOVIE,
YOU CAN ALMOST FEEL IT'
— Case Shwa Tads,

LIPC

—BODY HEAT IS HOT STUFF. ITS STEAMY,
SULTRY,SEXY STORY COMES OFF THE SCREEN
IN WAVES OF IMAGERY THAT SEAR YOUR
— Joel Irell,LI••••••L
EYEBALLS:

BODY HEAT
the temperature rises. the suspense begins.

A LADIMS

COMPUIV' RELEASE

nee ..••••• NM& C:111
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*Starts Tomorrow*

Inflation Fighter
Movie Specials
On Screen No. 1

Sunday,Sept. 20
Potluck dinner honored
new members of the First
Christian Church will be
held at 6 p.m. at the home
Chichi Stinnett, 602
of
Friday,Sept. 11
Meadow Lane. Each
Hazel and Douglas member of the church
Centers will be open from board is asked to bring a
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- covered dish for the
tivities by the Senior dinner.
Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Alpha Phi Alumni
Douglas at 12 noon.
meeting will be held at 2
in the Alpha Phi
Twin Lakers Good Sam p.m.
at Swann Hall,
suite
Chapter of West KenState University.
Murray
tucky will have its monthly campout at Piney
Homecoming will be
Campground in the Land
Between the Lakes with held at Spring Creek
Charlie and Gayle Adams Baptist Church. If unable
as wagonmasters and to attend, persons may
Harry and Betty Cart- mail donations for the
wright as assistants. A cemetery upkeep to Lexie
supper of sandwiches, Watson, Route 2, Murray,
salads, and desserts will Ky.
be served at 6:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Friday at the Adams
campsite. Note the Washburn of Sedalia
change of supper from Route 1 will have open
house in celebration of
Saturday to Friday.
their 35th wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4
p.m. at their home.
Saturday,Sept. 19
Fall Festival by the
The Rev. and Mrs. Otis
United Methidist Youth
Fellowship of the Jones will be honored at
Independence Church reception in celebration
will start at 4 p.m. at the of their 50th wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4
church.
p.m. at Ferguson Spring
Square and round Baptist Church.
dancing will be at 7:30
Events in Land
p.m. at the Woodmen of
Between the Lakes will
the World Hall.
include Campers Fair at
Alcoholics Anonymous Piney Campground with
and Alanon will meet at 8 open house from 11 a.m.
p.m. at the west end of to 4 p.m.; Gospel Sing at 2
the Livestock and p.m. at The Homeplace1850 ; and Forest
Exposition Center.
Conservation at 2 p.m. at
Center Station.
Knights of Columbus
will have a fish fry from
noon to 8 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church Parrish
Center. Cost will be $3.50
for adults and $1.75 for ch
The Usrey family reuildren.
nion was held Sunday,
Sept. 6, at the Ellis ComMurray Shrine Club munity Center, Murray.
will meet at 3 p.m. at the
Attending the event
home of Clark Joy. Each were the following:
one should bring a dish
Mr. and Mrs. D. Y.
for the social potluck Dunn, Murray; Mr. and
dinner.
Mrs. Carl Usrey, Kirsey;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Usrey,
Springfield, Mo.; Mr. and
Primary International Mrs. James Usrey, Mrs.
will be held from 10 a.m. Carolyn Baker, and Miss
to 12 noon at the Church Melonie Baker, Memof Jesus Christ of Latter phis, Tenn.; Mrs. Opal
Day Saints.
Usrey, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Usrey, and Mrs. Esther
League of Women Ford and children,
Voters of MurrayCalloway County will
have a membership fair
at 10 a.m. at the Calloway
On
Public Library meeting
room.
A potluck dinner
honoring all new
Events in Land members of the First
Between the Lakes will Christian Church will be
include Jams, Jellies, held Sunday,Sept. 20, at 6
and Apple Butter Makin' p.m. at the home of Mrs.
at 10 a.m. at The Chichi Stinnett, 602
Homeplace-1850 ; Meadow Lane, Murray.
The event will be
Campers Fair at Piney
Campground with open hosted by the board
house from 10 a.m. to 5 members of the church,
p.m.; Bowhunter's Bag and each board member
at 1 and 3 p.m. and Nigh is asked to bring a
Visual at 8:15 p.m. at covered dish for the
dinner.
Center Station.

Thursday,Sept. 17
Knights of Columbus
will meet ati7:30 p.m. at
the Parrish Center, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

HOMEMAKERS GROUP — Members of the various homemakers clubs in Calloway County who are county
subject matter chairmen met Sept. 2 at the County Extension Office to prepare special reports. Attending
were, from left, Judy Stabler, Friendship Club and Dairy Wives club member and also county president;
Vinita Winters, Friendship Club, housing; Murrelle Madrey, Penny Club and also area home management
chairman, citizenship and community outreach; Sherri Paschall, foods and nutrition, and Donna Jackson,
family life, both from South Pleasant Grove Club; Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home economics;
Margaret Taylor, Harris Grove Club, health. Present but not pictured were Ruth Parker and Maudena
Butterworth, clothing, both from Penny Club. The Calloway Homemakers Council meeting was held Aug. 27
at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray.

Senior Van
Will Not Run
Coming Week
The Senior Citizens van
will not provide
transportation during the
week of Sept. 21 to 25,
according to a
spokesman for the group.
For transportation
persons may call the
Murray-Calloway Transit
Bus Service, 753-9725.

Usrey Family Reunion
Held At Ellis Center
Crystal and Heather, and
Miss Vanessa Usrey,Benton; Bruce Usrey,
Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Usrey and Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Arnold, Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Usrey,
Knoxville, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. C.O. Bondurant,
Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Hurley Bondurant, Benton; Mrs. Sharon Berry
and Randy Neal, Miami,
Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Lassiter, Springfield,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Harty Culpepper, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Tabers,
Michael and Starlyn
Tabers, and Guy Mitchell, Murray; Mrs. Vivian Starks, Hardin.

Dinner Will
Sunday
Be

Births
VINCENT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Vincent of Murray
announce the birth of a
baby boy, Jotham Steele,
born on Tuesday, Sept. 1,
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. William Vincent
of Mayfield and Mr. and
Mrs. George Steele of
Madisonville.

Sybil Ferguson, Founder
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NAN', OF TIIE YEAR'S TOP NITS WILL SE MOWN
DURING TOE NEXT FEW WEEKS AS MATSONFIGHTER SPECIALS PUN NOW TO SEE TRIM AGAIN.

You can lose 17 to 25 pounds
in just 6 weeks!

Sweaters

Cheri I

)11

The
Natural
Way
To Lose
Weight!

Prices Good Thru
Sat., September 19th

CHERI

cifSeats 1 50

DIET CENTER®

lrs.-Misses 1100/
Holf Sizes
AO

One Group
Ladies & Jr.
Fall
Dresses

50%Off

Off

New Fall & Winter

Sportswear
Wool'kw.. Velour,
Corduroy Masors 5-44
Wool Bead Starts & Slacks 8-20

All Ladies

Winter 1
Coots

In just 10 years, Diet Center has grown to over 1,000 locations, all
across the United States and Canada. We've grown this big, this
fast, for one basic reason. . . the Diet Center Program works!

V/00ff 10% Off
Boys converse

AN Mea's IL Boys

Jogging
n 7:00Start 7:15
Twits 4,5...

JAMES RYAN
is back in

HE's Nowt
ow of THE But
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Shoes

Limbos my Posy, Kit
Camas& Wrangler

UM

HE IS THE BEST!

Ouse anwp

Girls
Jeans

Odd Skis
Nadia I.4irs

1/
/2

Canvas
Shoes

1//2

Price
Size 11-6
Men's Straight Leg Sizes 29-42
Washed

9499

P441v
Jeans
New Shipment

$599 &

went to Diet Center "I chose Diet Center "We went to Diet
because I wanted to because I couldn't Center because we
lose weight, but didn't lose weight alone, but needed to learn how
want to use shots or didn't like the group to keep weight off,
drugs, or sign a therapy approach once we'd lost it."
other programs use "
contract."

When you decide to lose weight,

CALL DIET CENTER!

Girls

Price

Paiamas
sit.2T $699
Gowns _sizes
14
New %ipso* $099 &

753-0020
We've Mewed

All Girk 21-14

Girls rr.i4
Dresses & 1,0%
Robes
$10
" Sportswear
cas

CALL TODAY
For a Free Consultation!
• *NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS
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Local Youth
Groups Are
At Rally
Twenty members of the
Murray High School Hi-Y
and Tr -Aloha Clubs
participated in the Y
Fall Rally Saturday,
Sept. 12, at Kentucky
Dam Village.
Hi -Y delegates
included Steve Blivin,
Rick Kupchella, Doug
Tutt, Craig Crawford,
Scott Turner, Mike
Garland, and John
Menkhaus, seniors;
Charles Cella, Darren
Gibson and Andy Jobs,
sophomores.
Tr -Alpha was
represented by Carol
Beaman, Gina Shipley,
Lisa Russell and Erin
O'Brien, seniors;
Melanie Roos, Sam
Wilder, Susan Rogers,
Kay Farley, Whitney
Taylor and Tracey
Borge, juniors. Also
attending were Mary Ann
Russell and Kent Barnes,
club sponsors.
Highlights of the
meeting included
planning for the
Kentucky United Nations

AtkAllister-Pozzi

A snake can crawl over
most surfaces. Its tough
skin is not harmed even
by the sharp spines of
cactus.

Layaway Now!
Best Selection In
Styles & Colors

Miss Virginia Susan
McAllister of Mountain
View, Cal., was married
Saturday afternoon, Sept.
12, to Michael Angelo
Pozzi of Palo Alto, Cal.
The Reverend Paul
L'Herrou officiated at the
double ring ceremony in
the First Unitarian
Church in Cincinnati,
Ohio. A reception
followed at the Millcroft
Inn.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alan W. McAllister of
Terrace Park, Ohio, and
the granddaughter of
Mrs. Charles B. Crawford
of Murray and the late
Mr. Crawford. The
groom's parents are Mr.
4
and Mrs. Mario Pozzi of
Joliet, Ill.
The maid of honor was
her sister, Miss Sarah S.
McAllister of Terrace
Park. Another sister,
Mrs. Michael A. Pozzi
Mrs. Paul R. Henley,
Grosse, Ile, Mich., and
Mrs. Pozzi was aud MS in Electrical
Miss Elizabeth S. Smith
of Cincinnati were the graduated cum laude Engineering.
from Washington
other attendants.
After their return from
Best man was the University in St. Louis a wedding trip to Hilton
groom's brother, Patrick with a BS in Mechanical Head Island, S. C., they
E. Pozzi of Peoria, Ill. Engineering. Mr. Pozzi will reside in Colorado
Groomsmen were Rick was graduated with Springs, Colo., where
M. Cox, Palo Alto, Cal., highest distinction from both are employed as
and Daniel Scharff of the University of Illinois engineers with Hewlett
where he received a BS Packard.
Mountain View, Cal.

The Scherffius family
held a two day event
reunion celebrating the
75th anniversary of the
first reunion held in
August 1906. At that
reunion, William
Scherffius and Lenora
Elizabeth Howard
Scherffius had present all
14 of their children.
William Scherffius,
born in Galveston, Texas,
served as a Texas Ranger
and Confederate soldier.
After the war he farmed
for Esq. Seay in Graves
County and married
Lenora. He spent his life
as a farmer, tobacco
buyer,and magistrate.
Lenora born north of

*Corduroy's
*Tweeds
*Wools
•Herringbones
*Velvet
*Camel-Plaids-Solids
All The Beautiful
Fall Colors • Mix & Match
Skirts-Blouses-Slat
Sweater Vests Too!
Brands iou Know cnIcr `41age-kon•t-Jioce-Per.onal

)

Clothes Closet
south.OI.. Manor MurraN

P. N.HIRSCHA CO:
Olympic Plata Murray

Curity Cotton Balls
Package of 260
Mods of 60% pore rotten, 40% Roo moo for corassotic use sal baby cars.

Reg. $7.00
Excluding
Electric Blankets

Brushed Suede

Westrern
Hats
Authentic western
styles in brushed suede
with out. hyoid end
colorfel woven bonds.
Feather Trim
Alen's S-AI-1.-XL

$1099
Reg. $1.49

Wintuk

Yarn
3S5 oz. skein of
dopout wfoo kaftan yarn
hop
misty of Nide
rad foam

2 OZ.
/
31
Simko
Reg. $1.19

99' sr
Ladies Co-Ordinates
2 Price
1/
2 Fall Styles
Blouses, Pants, Skirts, Blazers, Vests

•

NANCE BOY

Mr. and Mrs. C W.
Nance of Murray Route 6,

Mr., Mrs. Crouch
Married 60 Years
Mr. and Mrs.
Fleetwood Crouch of
Lynn Grove who will
observe their 60th
Wedding Anniversary on
Sept. 18 were honored at a
dinner for close friends
and family on Sept. 13th.
The dinner was given
by their daughter Mrs.
Thomas Bell and their
son James Crouch and
Mrs. Crouch.
During the summer
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch
were visited by many
members of their family.
Visitors included Mr. and
Mrs. James Crouch and
daughter, Dena, Mrs.
Isabel Crouch, Mr. and
Mrs. Kevin Booth and
son, James, all of Las
Cruces, New Mexico,
Mrs. Peggy Gay of Santa
Fe, New Mexico, Mrs.

rtoi crouch of Brooklyn,
New York and Mrs.
Thomas Bell of Buffalo,
New York.

are the parents of a baby
boy, Adam Harris, born
on Wednesday, Aug. Z,
at 6:42 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He weighed
eight pounds and
measured 72 inches.
The mother, the former
Sheila Harris, is on leave
as a teacher for East
Calloway Elementary
School. The father
manages Ingleheart
Farms.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Harris of
Murray Route 3 and the
late Mrs. Eula Nance.
Great grandparents are
Mrs. Ruby Harris of
Murray and Mrs. Elsie
DeWeese of Paducah.

elit's lt rrIFINwttelVd
We ore pleased to
4.
announce that
. Becky Gould, brideelect of Paul Robert
son has chosen her
pottery, china, informal and formal
crystal, stainless
and silverplote flat
ware, and accessories from our
complete bridal
registry
Becky and Paul will
be married Oct 10th

•

The
753-4541
*1. .1

Holds Two Day Reunion

Blazers

7 Oz. Liquid

Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Dorris
Gallimore of Puryear,
Tenn.,and Mac McClain
and the late Mrs. McClain
of Memphis, Tenn

Sltacase
121 5v4oin

11,4,1 PI
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Scherffius Family---

From !Nikes to Size 20

Head &
Shoulders
Shampoo

GALLIMORE GIRL
A baby girl, Catherine
Ansley, weighing three
pounds 14 ounces, was
born to Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford Gallimore of
Martin, Tenn., on
Wednesdhy,Sept 2, at the
Volunteer Hospital in
Weakley County,Tenn.
The mother is the
former Nancy McClain.

Vows Solemnized

Assembly to be held in
December in Lexington,
for Kentucky Youth
Assembly scheduled in
Lexington and Frankfort
in April, and for the
Supreme Court Sessions
also to be held in April.
Gina Shipley of Murray
was elected first
alternate Supreme Court
Justice.
Students who were
attending their first
YMCA rely were eligible
for mixer awards given to
those students who
quickly made friends
among the delegates.
Murray High School won
first and second place in
that event with top award
going to Craig Crawford
of Hi-Y and second place
to Melanie Roos of Tr Alpha.

The

Births Are Listed

Prices
• Good
Thru
Sunday

Lynnville at the home
later occupied by her and
her family, spent her
widow years near Lynn
Grove. Both are buried at
the Seay Graveyard in
Graves County near
Lynnville.
This couple had 14
children: John, William
Henry, Tennie Florence
S. Brown, Rachel
Barbara S. Ligon,
Elizabeth Davy S.
Murdock, Frederick
Fannon, Mary Emily S.
Singleton, Cleveland
Hendricks, Edmond
George, Tony (Errett
McGaryey ). Eunice
Hessert S. Crawford,
Ruby Clara S. Eaker and
Lenora Luna S. Kelso.
Eight of the 14 children
were represented by
descendents at this
reunion. On Saturday,
Sept. 5, at the Peoples
Bank Community Room,
an ice cream supper was
held. On the registry
table a quilt, made by
Rachel Campbell
Howard, was displayed.
She was the mother of
Lenora Elizabeth, and
the quilt was donated as a
gift to the reunion by
Mildred Singleton
Martin. Later a home
movie of the 1956 reunion
was viewed.
On Sunday, Sept. 6, at
the old Murray-Calloway
County Park, a potluck
meal was served. After
the meal participants
enjoyed sharing picture
albums, taking pictures,
and visiting. Howard
Charles Scherffius of
Louisville was the
recipient of the family
quilt.
Those attending the
1981 reunion were the
following: Mrs. Florence
Brown Dick, Mr. art
Mrs. Johnny McKinney
with Jenny and Emma,
Mrs. Velma Jean Harris,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Errett Brown with Zina,
George, Samantha and
Ladonna from Lynnville.
Mrs. Almeda Brown
Lassiter from Toledo,
Ohio and Mr. and Mrs.
Errett Brown of
Lynnville, daughter and
son of Tennie Florence S.
Brown.
Mary Barbara Cason
Tate from Milledgeville.
Ga. and Mr. and Mrs.
Ligon Cason from
Albany, Ga.
granddaughter and
grandson of Rachel
Barbara S. Ligon.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Howard Murdock with
Ann of Madisonville, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Murdock,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Murdock with June,
Thomas, Lori, Janet and
her husband Barry
Futrell, Mr. and Mrs.
James Harris, Mrs. Steve
Ernstberger with Misty

and Bryan, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Lee Potts. Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Murdock of
Lynn Grove son ,of
Elizabeth Davy S.
Murdock.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Charles Scherffius from
Louisville, son of
Benjamin Franklin, with
their son and his
daughters, Susan and
Cindy.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Wilson Scherffius from
Kansas City, son of
Frederick Fannon.
Mrs. Hattie Scherffius,
Mr.and Mrs. Herbert
Hughes of Murray, wife
and daughter of Tony
Scherffius.
Mrs. Kim Bartlett of
Ardmore, Ala., daughter
of Eunice Hessert S.
Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Kelso with John Robert,
Justin and Jody, M s.
Judy, Janey and Joy
Kelso. Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Greer with
Amanda, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Phillips with
Johnny Mac and Tommy
Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Potts, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Bebber with
Wendy, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Tucker, Dan
Potts, and Nora Garland.
Mrs. Billie Hall, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Potts, Mr. and
Mrs. Hardy Kelso and
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Kelso
daughters and sons of
Luna S. Kelso.
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OPEN FRIDAY

Nights

Until 8:30
PANTYHOSE
STOCKINGS
KNEE-HI'S

feat,*
Cinochy
Body smoothen al
Freed Paisley Colon.
Round-the-clock and Givency
present their fall collection of
ponty hose, stockings ondknee-hi's in
.your favorite colors including the new • French
Paisley colors to enhance your fall wardrobe. Now,
you con collect them all on Sole and save up to $1 00

attqa-rs
a

;

Jock Frost,
We've Got
You Covered
It will be here before you know it, cold weather that
is, and we have lust what you need to keep the frost
off your pumpkin Slip into either side of this reversible blouson quilted stadium jacket and kiss of' Jock
Frost good bye 100% poly fill
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Newborns And Patients Listed At Hos

,

Hart Hall, Murray.
Mrs. Ruth W. Rogers,
Rt.7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Mary Ann Shankle, 1309
E. Wood, Pans, Term.,
Joshua J. Clark, Rt. 3,
Benton, Edward E.
Johnson, Rt. 5, Murray,
Joe Thomas McGehee,
Rt. 7, Murray, John Mark
Potts, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
John W. Stubblefield Sr.,
Rt. 1, Almo.
Mrs. Margaret E.
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Marie
Coleman, 608 Central,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lela M.
Christenbery, Rt. 1,

09-03-11
Adult 144
Nursery 11
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl Crum (Janice)
Rt.',Sedalia.
Dismissals
Robert Paul Lyons,
1407 Henry, Murray, Mrs.
Margaret Reeder, B3
Murray Manor, Murray,
Mrs. Jennifer L. King,
Rt. 8, Murray, David R.
Lucas, 502 Dale, Paris,
Tenn., Ricky Allen Wells,
Rt. 4 Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
Willie H. Tharp, 217
Spruce, Murray, Bret
Edward Gordon, Bx. 4999

Murray, Mrs. Melinda J.
Stone, Rt. 1 Si. 260,
Dexter, Mrs. Faye T.
Smotherman, 209 E.
Fuller, Mayfield, Curtis
R. Crank, 508 S. 8th,
Murray, Clarence D.
Witty, Rt. 1 Bx. 295,
Murray, Festus L. Story,
Rt. 1 Bx. 33, Murray,
Mrs. Donnye D. Story,
Rt. 1 Bx. 33, Murray,
Mrs. Stella S. Futrell, 502
S. 6th, Murray, Edwin 0.
Miller, Rt. 1, Water
Valley, Johnie Hobert
Elliott, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Mildred Black, Rt. 7
Bx. 162, Murray, Mrs.

r. „,
.,,

Maudie B. Cummings,
Rt. 2, Arlington.
09-04-81
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl Mason
(Mother Jada ), Rt. 7,
Mayfield.
Baby Boy Hopkins
(mother Cathy), Rt. 5 Bs.

368, Benton.
Baby Girl Cutini
(Mother Donna), Rt. 1
Bx. 114A, K irk.sey.
Baby Boy Wilkerson
(Mother Pamela), Rt. 7,
Mayfield.
Baby Boy Haley
(Mother Janice), 507
Poplar, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Peggy A. Morrow,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Vickie D. Schwegman
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Hazel L.
&hart, 749 Riley Ct.,
Murray,"Mrs. Vicki Lynn
Oliver and Baby Girl, 210

Robertson
PTA Will
Hold Meet
The Robertson
Elementary School
Parent-Teacher
Association invites all
teachers, parents and
children of grades
Kindergarten through
second grade to an open
house at Robertson
Elementary School on
Tuesday,Sept. 22.
Registration for the
open house will start at
6:30 p.m. in the children's
classrooms and continue
until 6:55 p.m. Parents
are urged to sign the
attendance sheet during
this time so that a
complete attendance roll
will be available for the
meeting.
At 7 p.m. the
orientation meeting will
begin in the lunch room of
the school.
Mrs. Mary Ryan,
principal of the school,
will welcome all
participants; Mrs. Sue
Vance, PTA president
will announce projects
and special events for the
school-year 1981-82, and
the opportunity to get
together informally with
teachers and parents will
be given. Individual
teachers'conferences are
scheduled for a later
date.
Following the meeting
the children's
classrooms, the library,
art and music rooms will
again be open for
visitation.

The
squish ysoft
essential

espadrille
Suipxoir vly versatile
hccipity fashionabie
easy-fo-wezr faoMers•
rhyggysatt suede uppers
MTh I ILfitiling
jute-wrapped soles
An essential tar ea:1035443d

00c
00
the
shoe
tree
Sedlitide Maria

S. 9th St., Murray, Mrs.
Janice C. Crutcher and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn., Gilbert Ross, 104
E. Spruce, Murray.
Melissa Anne Nord, 238
Springer Hall, Murray,
Stanley J. Johnson, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Deborah D.
Smith, Rt. 3, Murray,
Susan C. Lamastus, 7039
Regents Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Teresa A. Taylor,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Allene
Pritchett, Dexter.
Dawayne D. Baugus,
742 W. Jefferson,
Paducah, Larry Dale
Adams, 219 S. 13th St.,

Murray, David Kyle
Pickens, 1705 Linden Dr.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Calra C.
Stubblefield, Rt. 1, Almo,
Phil Bryan, Bs. 37,
Murray, Brock W. Jones,
Rt.4, Murray.
Warren Rudolph
Chilcutt, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., Randall D. Butler,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra F. Moore, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Jessie Dagger,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Era
Farmer, 509 Elm,
Murray, Johnnie A.
Scholes, Rt. 4, Mayfield.
Mrs. Beulah M. Cain,
Rt. 1, Alm, Mrs. Vally I.

Trevathail, 106 E. 12th,
Benton, Mrs. Lucille
Hargis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Henry H. Sills, 302 Fifth,
Fulton, Mrs. Audra E.
Franklin, 209 Maple,
Murray, LA.•,an M. Cope,
Rt. 1, Benton.
Mrs. Carola A. Smith,
Rt. 4, Benton, Frank
Baker, Rt. 1, Sharon,
Term., William E. Watson, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Genora H. Hamlett, 304
N. 6th, Murray, Mrs.
Sadie L. Shoemaker, 1611
College Farm, Murray,
Mrs. Floy J. Lewman,
1717 Keenland, Murray

MAGNAVOX
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COMPUTER
CO
LO
R
33
with
MICROPROCESSOR
...all the features
of the future,

YOURS TO
ENJOY TODAY!
Convenient Touch-Tunerm System Advanced Solid-State Chassis
High Resolution Filter
2-Way Speaker System
Videomatic R System
20Channel Cable Capability
100 Deg. In-Line Tube
Beautiful Fine Furniture
Complete With Remote Control
0,

COMPUTER
COLOR
33Z
TOUCH-TUNE TV
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Save
$200
Now
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LOWEST PRICES IN
FOUR YEARS!
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Classic 99' Wall Paint & A-100T Flat House Paint

• Reg
A-100
Flat Latex House Paint
SI6 99 gal
SAVE!
• Classic 99' Flat Latex Wall Paint $7.$8 •
Reg 945 99 gal $

hv.1,01'
i i TIFX Ms/ roT

gal.

A-100' Gloss Latex House Paint

Reg *17 999.11

YCXJR CHOICE

Classic 99' Latex Satin Enamel $
999
Reg 616 99 gat

,

,

9111.

YOUR
CHOICE

25%sharper color pictures
than ever before possible

PROVEN
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VALUE
N.

COLOR TV
Register for
Valuable Prizes
At All Of Our
Sherwin-Williams
Stores!

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL ON
WALLCOVERI
BOOKS!
• Thousands of
Fashiorsable Patterns.
• Including Exclusive
Patterns found
Only At
Sherwin-Williams
Stores

2

WE MAKE STAYING HOME FUN

Register Sept. 2 - Sept. 26. You need
not be present to win. No peewee
necessary. Motioned Prki. V/Inners to
be notified by Nee. IS, 1511.
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Open Till 7 P.M. Daily
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Sale ends September 26

Southside Shopping Center giCZ
South 12th St.
shev=i7E:
Murray, Ky. 753-3321
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MAGNAVOX

SUPERPAINT"
WALLCOVERING
FLOORCOVERING
WOVEN WOODS

t1

.

QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL

You May Win:

(Al waNcoverlag packaged In dauber and triple rode)

.44

ONLY $39'9

* OVER $139,000
IN PRIZES
* 3206 TOTAL PRIZESNATIONWIDE
* WINNERS AT EVERY
STORE

*
*
*
*

This outstanding Magnavox color portable of.
fers you big set performince and the spacesaving economy of a compact cabinet. It's the
perfect choice for bedroom or family viewing
- bringing you eye-pleasing pictures.
Whether your room is light or dark. - an
outstanding value!

OUTSTANDING

SWP•Gloss Oil elA99tg„
Base House Paint

Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use of these coatings or your purchase price will be refunded.

1

19" diagonal
Color Portable

•
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&TRIN1

gal

SAVE$6

•

Touch any two buttons on the computerize I keyboard(02 through 83),either at the set or on the included
.Remote Control unit,
and the channel you've selected appeors- silently, effortlessly, electronically. It's that easy to see a brilliant,
exciting High
Resolution color picture. And Mogonvox Touch-Tune models ore 20-channel cable ready - so there's
no need to odd on unsightly converter. You'll also "hear" a better picture from a dynamic ,new soaker system. There's even a voice/Music
control
and that lets you tailor the sound to your listening preference. See all the features of the future.. . on Magnavox
televisions today.
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Home Entertainment Center
Murray
Across From WaImort
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Benton Pine

Paris, Tn.

Benton,Ky,

Wol-mort Plain
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Dotson-Mock Weddin Vows Read At Church

Miss Karen Elizabeth
Dotson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Dotson,
Benton, was married to
Stephen Paul Mock, son
of the Rev. and Mrs.
William R. Mock of
Decatur, Ga., in an
afternoon candlelight
ceremony at the First
Baptist Church of
Murray.
The Rev. Dennis L.
Apple of Indianapolis,
Ind., performed the
double-ring ceremony.
The Rev. William R.
Mock read a Bible
passage and said a
prayer.
- A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Mrs. Leah Good, pianist
of L,ick Creek, and Mrs.
Shelby Galloway of
Mayfield, Larry Schaper,
and Miss Joi Stephens,
soloists.
The vows were
repeated before an altar

with candelabra framed
by spiral candelabra and
tree candelabra. They
were decorated by potted
plants and baskets of
mixed spring flowers.
The family pews were
marked with silk apricot
roses and baby's breath,
and apricot ribbons.
As guests arrived they
signed the register which
was attended by Jan
Daugherty of Mayfield,
and Lori Hamelin of
Chicago, Ill., cousins of
the bride.
The Bride
The bride given in
marriage by her parents,
was escorted to the altar
by her father. She wore a
formal gown of white soft
sheer organza. The
elongated basque
waistline was enhanced
by a sweetheart yoke of
sheer English net
outlined with a wide
ruffle of Chantilly lace. A

Mandarin collar of
Venise topped the yoke.
The Bishop sleeves were
caught at the elbow with
a satin bow and ruffle of
lace over the deep cuffs.
The flared skirt applied
with lace motifs featured
multi-tiers of ruffles
rising On either side to
form a Godet adorned
with a satin bow.
Chantilly lace encircled
the hemline and
Cathedral train.
To complete her
ensemble,the bride chose
a fingertip veil of silk
illusion edged in lace
identical to that of the
gown. The veil was
attached to a Juliet cap of
Chantilly lace
embroidered with deicate
pearls.
The bride carried a silk
cascade of white roses,
gardenias, stephanotis,
and baby's breath
streamed with white

Seed" bags at the
reception with the scrolls
attached to them, was
Robin Nicholas of
Summit,Ill., cousin of the
bride.
Mrs. Brenda O'Neal
wasthe wedding

coordinator.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents,
Rev. and Mrs. William R.
Mock, hosted the
rehearsal dinner at Lake
Barkley in Cadiz. Covers
were laid for 35 persons.

The couple chose this
time to present gifts to
the members of the
wedding party.
After a week's
honeymoon in Canada,
the couple is residing at
Starkville, Miss.

Master Charge, Visa. Behrs

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE'S
WEEKEND SPECIAL

2Steak Dinners
7.99
For Just

TWO "Original-Sizz1in. Sirloin 'Dinners'
all you can eat Salad Bar, Baked Potato
or Fries and Stockade Toast for just
7.99 with the coupon below.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center
um on gm Ewe mis sm

ma Now

2"ORIGINAL"SIZZLIN'
SIRLOIN DINNERS 7.99
This coupon good for 2 "Original" Sizzlin' Sirloin
Dinners including all you can eat Salad Bar, French Fries
or Baked Potato and Stockade Toast.

Good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Mothers like you have
trusted your baby's feet
to Buster Brown
for more than
76 years..•
-9;
;:t
4T
)

Trust is
'
r
something
you have
to earn.
e,
And because
you know that Buster
Brown's commitment to
perfect fit goes back more
than 76 years, you place your trust in the shoes that wear the
Buster Brown label. You know fit involves more than just how
a shoe looks or feels, but also how it provides just the right
support and balance.
Come in and let our infants'
AMERICA'S FAVORITE CHILDREN'S SHOE SINCE IMM
shoe speckists give your
baby the farrus Buster Brown
6-Point Perfect Fit Check.

Buster Brown.

1. First, we'll check all-over length
from the topmost part of the toes to
the hindmost part of the heel.
2. Next, width. It's taken across
the ball of the foot...that cushiony
little pillow up front that bears your
child's weight.

3. Another length check, from ball
to heel.

4. Ankle height has to be just
right. Too high or low may cause
blisters or the shoe to slip.

5. A proper vamp crease must cross

your child's foot just below the instep.
6. Finally, well make sure the heel $
of the shoe hugs your child's heel
and holds it in place.

21"& $2200
Widths B, C, D, E, 2E

Bumeft's Shoes
Downtown Paris

Professional Shoe Fitting for 30 Years
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Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Paul Mock
ribbon tied in love knots. bestman. The
Entwined in the groomsmen were David
bouquetwas a Dotson, brother of the
handkerchief hand tatted bride, of Benton, Leon
by Mrs. Alberta Hillyard. Wurth, Terrell Mayton,
The maid of honor was John Volker, all of
Diana Adkins of Cicero, Murray, and Rusty
Ill., cousin of the bride. Eubank of Orlando, Fla.
Bridesmaids were The junior groomsmen
Heather Mock, sister of was Trey Hansen of
the groom, of Decatur, Munster, Ind.
Ga., Kim Stephens of
The ringbearers were
Gilbertsville, Susan Dennis A. Apple of
Higgins of Paducah, Indianapolis, Ind., and
Angie Comstock of Mark A. Good of Lick
Benton, and Debbie Creek. They carried a
Hinkle of Montery, Tenn. white satin heart-shaped
The junior bridesmaid pillow edged in lace.
was Melissa O'Neal of
For her daughter's
Benton.
wedding Mrs. Dotson
The attendants were wore a formal length
attired in floor length gown of light blue. The
gowns of delicate print groom's mother, Mrs.
chiffon over taffeta. Mock, chose a tea-length
Shades of apricot and gown of beige. Both
aqua were blended into a mothers were presented
floral design. The gowns with an orchid corsage.
were designed with a
Long-stemmed red
hemline ruffle and also roses were presented to
enhanced by a wide ruffle the mothers by the bride
at the shoulders. They on her way up and back
wore wide-brimmed hats from the altar.
of apricot with a
Reception
matching chiffon band
An outdoor reception
and a silk apricot rose in was held at the Murray
the back.
Woman's Club where a
They wore short white buffet luncheon was
gloves and carried a served.
bouquet of silk apricot
The bride's cake
roses, tiger lilies, baby's altogether was nine
breath, and white layers in between
carnations, with apricot columns of each side
streamers tied in love were silk flowers. On the
knots.
stairway ascending from
Stacy Lynn Jenke of the top layer to the side
Cicero, Ill., and Tana Kay layers were attendants,
Etheridge of Mayfield, which were given to each
cousins of the bride, were attendant themselves.
the flower girls. They Another attraction was
wore dresses of the same the waterfall under the
material and pattern to cake. The cake was in the
that of the other yard in front of an arbor.
attendants. They were
The groom's cake was
made by the bride's aunt, of german chocolate
Maggie Daugherty, of topped with marzipan fuit
Mayfield. They wore hats and the groom's initials.
and gloves to match the
Serving the cake were
other attendants, and Lillian Llismore of
carried baskets of silk Calvert City, and Beth
flowers identical to that Ann Cheatham of
of the other attendants.
Indianapolis,Ind., cousin
Gregory Erickson of of the bride.
Richmond, Va., served as
Passing out the -Bird

Baptist Young Women
Meet At Scott Home
The Baptist Young
Women of Westside
Baptist Mission met Sept.
8 in the home of Susie
Scott in Mayfield. The
devotion was given by
Ave Watkins and was
taken from Psalms. The
names of missionaries
having birthdays were
read and each member
participated in a sentence
prayer.
The Week of Prayer for
State Missions was Sept.
6-13th. The theme of the
program was "Because I
Have Been Given Much"
given by Wanda Walker
and Ava voatkaiz.
The group voted to help
with the B.S.171. luncheon
on Sept. 23. They also
drew names for secret
Pals.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Scott to
the twelve members
present.

10 an.-•-...Mpousg1.--Es. lullAkmAIBOAm- MA- v.-

Others not previously
mentioned included
Teresa Williams, Lori
Adams, Tammy
Paschall, Carolyn
Carroll, Carol Turner,
Pat Dalton, Patsy Neale,
Bonnie Nute, and Joanna
Adams.

Sale of the Season!
Genuine Rabbit* Fur
Jackets

69.
00
Reg. 99.00
Save

30.00!
Save on natural and dye pieced rabbit* fur wrap
jackets, with wrap belt and front pockets. SOLID
fall tones of chocolate brown, honey beige, grey
mist, shadow stripe. Choose yours now, while our
selection is vast, our prices, irresistible! (5.00 will
hold your layaway.)
'All furs labeled to show country of origin of imported fur.

1/3 to
50% Off

Fall Dress Sale

New fall dresses in autumn tones.
Many, many styles in Misses. Junior
and Half-sizes.
Reg. to 34.99

Early Fall Skirts

9.99

Dark tones in lightweight fabric.
Several styles. Misses and Junior.

Reg. to 22.99

Fashion Pants

9.99

Muted fall fabrics in classic and new
leg treatment styles. Some belted,
some pleated, some with pockets.
Misses and Junior.

Reg. to 24.99

Velveteen Blazers

29.99

Soft velveteen blazers in rich fall
tones of black, wine, chocolate brown
and navy. Several styles. Misses and
Junior.

Reg to 60.00

6.99

Knit Stripe Tops

Fall stripes, some with lurex. Choose Reg to 12 99
boat neck, v-neck or flashback. Threequarter sleeves. S. M, L.

12.99

Better Sweaters
Select from hundreds of sweaters,
including novelty sweaters and
embroidered sweaters. S. M, L.

Reg to 29 99

Personals
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Louise Morgan of
Murray has been
dismissed from the
'Vestern Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Button-Down Shirts

8.99

Famous name button-down shirts in
white, maize, pink, and blue. Misses
and junior sizes.

Reg. to 16.99

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Marilyn Martin of
Murray has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Lingerie Sale!

5.99

Fabulous savings on long and short
gowns and coats, in nylon and
cotton. Misses and Junior.

Reg. 9.99 to
13.99

•

. HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jamison McDaniel of
Murray has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Central Skipping Center
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
NTS: 10-9 Moe.-Sat. 1-5 Saa.
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Battered Bonds
NEW YORK ( AP) — Many
types of investments have taken a
beating this summer, but few
have been as badly battered as
tax-free municipal bonds.
Their prices are generally at or
near record lows. Some large
investing institutions have sworn
off buying them. And talk has
been that the market for longterm municipals might just
disappear altogether before long.
It may sound like the classic
description of a truly terrible
investment. But some
venturesome advisers lately have
begun to suggest that amid the
carnage there may be some great
opportunities for investors, even
those of modest means.
For months now, municipal
bonds have had just about
everything going against them.
,Each rise in interest rates has
made existing bonds less
attractive, thus depressing their
prices.
President Reagan's tax bill,
which had something for almost
everybody, contained nothing but
bad news for municipal bonds.
Tax cuts, first of all, promised
to reduce the appeal of
municipals' chief distinguishing
feature — the exemption from
federal income taxes on the
interest they pay.
Not only were income taxes
generally reduced, but the top tax
rate on investment income was
lowered from 70 to 50 percent.
At the same time, the bili
created the tax-exempt -All
Savers" accounts which many
banks and savings and loans can
offer starting Oct. 1, and extended
the option of opening a taxdeferred individual retirement
account I IRA to anyone who
collects a paycheck. Both shape
up as new competition for the
municipal bond market.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and

other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented
for
the
purpose of
providing a forum for the free
eirchange of differing pinvms
We

at

The Murray Ledo r &
Times strongly belie% e that to limit
nrwoonated articles to onls those
editorial
which
parallel
the
philosophy of this newspaper would
Is' a disservice to 4 wt. readers
Therefore. we enr ourai:e
104hil di/ 110( al.lree With an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column ii
other article. to respond with !heir
feelings iin the parti. iilar issues
ussed with a letter to the

editor
Hy the saine token if an is,ue has
not been discussed on thi• page and
a reader feels that the 'SSW Merits
the attention of the general public
wr welcome a letter to the editor or
an author ed arts( le on what.•‘..r that

topic might be

As if that weren't enough,
Reagan's budget-cutters reduced
federal aid to state and local
governments — the main issuers
of municipal bonds — by $13
billion for the fiscal year
beginning next month.
That presumably means that
states, cities and towns will have
to increase their borrowing,
depressing the municipal market
with new supplies of securities.
Small wonder, then, that many
of the banks and insurance
companies which have
traditionally been big buyers of
municipals are leery of them now.
But as the market has fallen to
new lows, municipal bond yields
have reached unprecedented
highs — 12, 13, even 15 percent.
"Investors desiring long-term
instruments to hold until maturity
will find extraordinary yields in
the tax-free sector,- the current
issue of the Merrill Lynch Market
Letter observes.
Standard & Poor's Corp.'s "The
Outlook," an advisory publication
with a reputation for caution,
issued a study this month that
concluded:
"While there is probably no
urgency to buy municipals and it
would not be prudent to commit
all your funds in a sizable onetime purchase, it is our view that
initiating a program of periodic
bond purchases over the next few
months should prove to be a
rewarding strategy."
Municipals are most attracjive
to those with the highest incomes,
but even people in the 25 percent
tax bracket — making $20,200 to
$24,600 a year — can begin to
consider them, S&P says.

Thoughts
In Seasoit
By Ken Wolf
Pious, edifying stories abound
in all major religious traditions.
Here is one from the thirteenth
century of the Christian era, told
in Jean de Joinville's life of King
Louis IX of France.
A priest met a woman crossing
the street carrying a bowl of
flaming coals in one hand and a
pitcher of water in the other.
When the priest asked her what
she was going to do with these, she
replied that with the fire she
intended to burn up paradise and
with the water she would quench
the fires of hell.
When the priest asked her why
she would want to do that, the old
woman answered:
Because I don't want anyone
ever to do good in the hope of
gaining paradise,or from the fear
of hell; but solely for the love of
God, Who deserves so much from
us, and Who will do us all the good
He can.
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By M. C. Garrott

All Home Phone Signals Are 'Go
Again, But It Sure Wasn't Easy
Since last Thursday, I have been
asked many times if my telephone
had been fixed.
Yep, but it wasn't easy.
Last Friday, I did as I had been
instructed by a Mrs. Purpen, with
the phone company way up yonder
in Louisville and better known as
"toll-free number 1-464-6611."
She had told me to disconnect
the old phone — which simply had
given up the ghost — and to take it
to the local office on Olive Street.
The folks there would give me a
replacement.
A good neighbor, Amos
McCarty, Jr., having read of my
frustrations in trying to get the
thing repaired, had come to the
house before I got home from
work the day before and graciously crawled under the bed to
disconnect it for me. I found it on
the kitchen table.
Amos even told son Jeff to tell
me to call him when I got the
replacement phone and he would
help me hook it up: You see, the
low level of my electrical and
mechanieal aptitude is well known
across our end of town. I appreciated and welcomed. Amos'
helpfulness.

++
Last Friday, I took the old phone
by the telephone office on Olive.
Sure, a pretty young lady assured
me, they would replace it with
another, and she proceeded to
rapidly punch the keyboard of one
of those computer terminals.
All kinds of figures and symbols
flashed on its screen, and she was
off like a flash for the storeroom.
They have all kinds of poop on old
753-7809 — my home phone —
apparently in that computer.
In a few minutes she was back,
a shiney new phone in one hand
and a little gadget with four wires
— one red, one yellow, one black
and one green — sticking out of it
in the other.
"Here you are, sir," she said
sweetly,"and here's how simple it
is to hook up." Then, using one of.
several sample hooicups on a wall,
she showed me that, really, there
wasn't anything to it.
You just snap the yellow wire on
the yellow terminal,the red on the
red, the black on the black and the
green on the green. Then you plug
in the phone. It seemed simple
enough.
"Say!" I exclaimed. "I believe
even I can do that!" And out I

rushed, homeward a a und vn
new phone in a colorful shopping
bag — compliments of the phone
company — and a sheet of simplywritten, illustrated instructions in
the other.
The Murray Board of Education
+++
is operating this year on the
While Cathryn was getting largest budget in the system's
supper, I slipped into the bedroom history, according to W.Z. Carter,
to make like a phone man. I superintendent. The budget is set
wanted to surprise her and have at $418,500.
the thing all hooked up.
Deaths reported include James
I did just like the lady said. With F.(Pete)Parker,81.
a screwdriver, I removed the
John H. Hornbuckle, Jr.,
cover from the old gadget on the Gunner's Mate Second Class,
wall. Sure enough, there as big as USN, is serving aboard the dock
life were the four terminals — landing ship, USS Catamount, out
yellow, red, black and green.
of San Juan Island, Washington.
They even had little raised
Pictured today is Mrs. Carve
letters beside the terminals to Gatlin of Murray beng greeted by
keep you from going wrong, U. Gov, Wilson W. Wyatt at the
although these were so small and Kentucky State Fair, Louisville,
of the same color as the plastic on Farm Bureau Day.
background I had to get my
Miss Ramona Tooke, daughter
magnifying glass out to read them of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tooke
correctly.
of Cadiz, was married to Ray
It only took a minute to snap on Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
the four wires as the lady had Roberts, on Sept. 2 at the Cherry
instructed me. Then I plugged in Corner Baptist Church,
the wire to the phone. That,too, is
The Murray State Racers, top
simple to do.
Ohio Valley Conference grid team
"Now!" I thought, thrilled at and chief contender for the
the sound of the dial tone. "I'll just conference championship, took a
call L. D. Miller and check it out. 14 to 9 decision from the East
He's usually sitting right beside Tennessee Buccaneers at Johnson
his phone." I got a busy signal. I City, Tenn.
didn't think much about that. I
often get a busy signal when I call
L.D.
Then I dialed Leroy Eldridge's
number. Again, I got a busy
The sixth annual bench show
signal. Then I tried my office
number at Murray State. No one and field trials of the Kentucky
was supposed to be there at that Dam Fox Hunters Association will
In addition, this year's pre-tax hour, but, again, I got a busy start tonight at Doran's Loose
earnings will almost double, signal. As a final test and at Jeff's Leaf Floor, Murray.
moving up to $11.5 million from suggestion, I tried 753-6363,
Deaths reported include R. T.
$7.5 million in 1976. The increase is Peoples Bank's weather lady. Cathey,75.
especially remarkable in Again a busy signal.
Pvt. William Watson, son of Mr.
comparison to 1980, when soaring
Up went the distress flag and a and Mrs. J. R. Watson, has
interest rates caused profits to call went out for Amos two doors completed his Air Force basic
plummet to $1.4 million.
up the street. Within minutes, he airmen indoctrination at
The success of "The New was there.
LackLand Air Force Base,Texas.
Speigel" hinges on a new
"Raymond Outland changing
+++
marketing strategy developed by
Together, we tried it all. We bulbs in the street light out front.
Chairman Henry Johnson that switched wires. We tightened Says the long handled gadget is
considers the needs of the working terminals. We studied and copied also useful for picking apples,"
woman and offers products for the wiring on the working phone, from the column, "Seen & Heard
fashion-conscious customers.
and we even put the wires back Around Murray" by James C.
"The shopper no longer comes like the instructions said.
Williams.
to Speigel for paint, tires or
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Speegle and
Still, all we got was a busy
kitchen cabinets," Johnson said. signal or an occasional recording: daughter of Spring City, Tenn.,
"Instead, she's attracted by food "We are sorry but your call are the guests of her parents, Mr.
processors, fur-lined coats, cannot be completed as dialed. and Mrs. Verble Taylor, and her
modular furniture and jogging Please hang up and dial again."
sister, Mrs. T. 0. Taylor and Mr.
outfits."
Amos, determined to solve the Taylor.
The transformation of the problem, left the house vowing to
traditional Speigel catalog into do just that. About 9:30 that night,
"The New Speigel," as it is now he called back. He had talked to
billed, began with the acquisition someone with the telephone
of the company this year by Otto- company and was told that I
Today is Thursday, Sept. 17, the
Versand, a fashion-oriented probably had a "bad phone." He 260th day of 1581. There are 105
German catalog house.
suggestd I take it back and get days left in the year.
Otto-Versand paid Speigel's another.
Today's highlight in history:
parent company, Beneficial
Of course, that was Friday
On Sept. 17, 1787, the United
Corp., $53 million for the world's night. Whenever anything goes States Constitution was signed.
third largest catalog house in out at our house, it's always
On this date:
order to gain entry to the Friday night. You have to wait at
In 1665, the Great Bubonic
American retail market. The least two days even to attack the Plague broke out in London.
German firm's first move was to problem.
In 1949, more than 130 people
order Johnson to alter the
+++
were killed when fire destroyed
company's entire structure and
So, Monday afternoon back I the "Noronic," the largest Great
image.
went to the telephone office on
Lakes passenger steamboat, at a
Johnson describes the new Olive Street. Sure enough, the pier in Toronto.
Speigel as a "department store in phone was a faulty one, the young
In 1967, a riot duig a soccer
print" stocked with brand-name lady told me after testing it out. match in Turkey killed 42 people
merchandise. He said his job was She gave me another and a and injured 600 others.
to turn the operation around so number to call if that one didn't!
In 1978, Egypt's President
that it appealed to the market they work. "If it doesn't work," she Anwar Sadat and Israel's Prhne
wanted to pursue — the working said,"call this number and we'll Minister Menachem Begin signed
woman, aged 24 to 54, with a send a repair man out." "Where the framework for a Middle East
median income of $25,000 and up.
will he have to come from —
peace at Camp David, Md.
Johnson said the changes at Fulton?" I asked out of curiosiTen years ago: Supreme Court
Speigel could be broken down in ty. "No," she replied. "We have justice Hugo Black retired after 34
four separate stages.
them right here in town."
years on the bench.
First, corporate headquarters
It took only a minute to plug in
Five years ago: Four reporters
were moved from Chicago's South the second phone when I got home
with the Fresno (Calif.) Bee were
Side to suburban Oakbrook, Ill. and there, I had it! A dial tone!
freed after two weeks in jail for
and a new marketing strategy was
Then with apprehension contempt of court in a case
developed. Second, the strategy rivaling, I'm sure, that of Nathan
involving their refusal to name
was put to work. Phase three was B. Stubblfield when he first called
sources.
to teach Speigel suppliers the art Dr. Rainey T. Wells on his
One year ago: Exiled
of catalog retailing.
"wireless telephone" years ago, T
Nicaraguan leader Anastasio
The last phase, already begun, again dialed 762-5595, L. D Miller's Somoza was assassinated in an
involves the development of a number. This time it rang, and L. explosion that destroyed his
car in
specialty catalog that will be D. immediately answered.
Asuncion,Paraguay.
released this fall featuring
"I'm just checking out my new
Today's birthdays: former
cooking and serving products and phone," I told him. "I didn't know
astronaut and Air Force Gen.
techniques.
whether it was going to work or
Thomas Stafford is 51 years old.
ays Johnson of his five-year not."
Author Ken Kesey is 46.
effort to completely transform a "'Well, it's working!" he
Thought For Today: I never
company that once sold tires, light exclaimed with a laugh. "You're think of the future. It comes soon
bulbs, leisure suits and car back on the air again!"
enough. — Albert Einstein,
batteries: "We're beginning to see
And we are, but it sure wasn't German-born physicist
the light at the end of the tunnel." easy.
(1889-1955).

20 Years Ago

_

CASTLETON-ON-HUDSON, interested in the order in seventh
N.Y. (AP) — The Sisters of the
grade at a Catholic school. She
Resurrection are a common sight,
entered as an aspirant at age 14
walking along the main street of
and lived in the provincial while
this small, upstate village in their
attending public high school in
A-line habits.
Castleton.
Pedestrians comment on the
Her father was the only member
changes in their clothing, but few
of her family who was upset with
venture up to the sisters' hillside
her decision,she says.
home to see how time has altered
"He thought daddy's little girl
ancient practices.
was wasting her time and talents.
Jogging is in with the sisters;
I thought of that too," she said. "I
skiing is out. G-rated movies are
thought of my friends who are
fine, R-rated movies are not.
getting married, the amusement
Tennis is acceptable if you can
parks I won't be going to, the
play in a habit, but surfing is not
dates I won't have. But I never
appropriate. A drink is OK on
doubted what I wanted to do."
special occasions, but smoking is
Junior professed Sister Linda
a no-no.
Ann used to walk the street
Sister Valerie, adviser to the
looking at houses, thinking, "This
novices and junior sisters in the
could have been mine. But then I
Mount St. Joseph Provincialate,
would ask myself if that is what I
says the order is squarely in the
really wanted. And the answer is
middle of current Catholic
no."
practices.
"Sacrifice is the key word in our
Prayers are conducted in
lives but I can't say I've been
English and sisters wear habits —
deprived," said Sister Valerie. "I
unlike certain more liberal orders
look at the vows of poverty,
— but favor the modified A-line
chastity and obedience as an
styles featuring mid-length gowns
entry-way to greater freedom —
and veils that allow hair to show.
as a way to become me."
Shoes remain the sturdy,
They live in a dormitory-style
walking types. When swimming,
building, complete with sensible,
the sisters wear bathing suits.
heavy-duty furniture and common
"Not the bikini types," Sister
living space. There are no private
Valerie hastens to explain.
bathrooms: A common room
•'One-piece types. Modest ones."
contains an ironing board,a small
She sees the simplicity of the
library and desks, a stereo and a
garb as one of the attractions to
television — but no cable
young people, dissatisfied with a
television.
throwaway society, who want to
Daily attendance is required at
enter the order.
half-hour meditations, morning
"Materialism has turned our
and evening offices, afternoon
thoughts outward, rather than
prayers and spiritual readings,
inward," she says. But people
and saying the rosary. Sisters do
are beginning to realize there is
their own house-cleaning, and
more to life."
help prepare the buffet-style
Denise, a poftulant, became
meals.

4ti_

The rune indictments returned
by the Grand Jury in the
September term of Calloway
Circuit Court were released by the
office of Circuit Court Clerk
James Blalock,
About 100 businessmen,
organizational heads, university
personnel, and city and county
government officials attended the
first "Operation Townlift"
meeting held last night at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Leonard Vaughn is chairman of
the committee.
Gary McBride, Fulton, was
killed in a one car accident last
night about 11:30 on U.S. Highway
641 about th mile south of Hazel.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy L. Mohon,
Sept. 14, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Paul Houck,Sept. 1.
Kathy Recker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Recker, will
attend the Patricia Stevens
Career and Finishing School in
Memphis,Tenn.

Business Mirror

30 Years Ago

Sophisticated Path
CHICAGO (API — Sears,
Roebuck and Co. and Montgomery
Ward & Co. can have the common
man. Speigel is after the
highbrows.
Instead of remaining in
competition with the two giants of
mail-order retailing, Speigel has
ventured onto a new, more
sophisticated path that seems to
be working.
Advertisements in such chic,
high-fashion publications as the
New Yorker magazine, Vogue and
House Beautiful are all part of the
plan. And the results are
dramatic.
Five years ago, Speigel
reported $265 million in sales. This
year, sales are up to $350 million
and the company has 4,000 fewer
employees than in 1976.
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▪ly 23to Aug.22)
(Ju
Bissiness negotiations are YOU BORN TODAY have
tricky, but genuine owe.. administrative ability and
tunny should wise you're may be drawn to public :Jerome to build constructively vice. You do best when you put
the interests of mankind
now. Utilize creativity.
ahead of self. When you find
VIRGO
what you have in common
eto Sept. 22) aP
about financial mat- with others, you find yourself.
ters may be faulty. Travel ls At times, though, you tend to
inn, but perhaps expensive. withdraw into yourself.
Behind-the-scenes oppor- Despite your conservatism,
you have much creative
tunities arise now.
talent. Writing, poetry and the
IJIRA
(Sept.23tooct.n) enen theater are your natural
To attain success, keep milieu. Do not let selffinancial matters confidentiaL criticism cause you to
You'll make some strong undersell yourself. You're a
friendships now. Don't loan moneymaker who does well in
large ventures.
money out of sentiment.

400

rubt.

•::)career

444a

(AzZ

This attractive group from Broyhill, styled
for the young at heart features hand applied
flowers in delicate pastels, accented by
scalloped rail and a soft yellow trim. All
pieces in stock are

Dean,
The items featured here are only a sample
of the storewide bargains available. Every
item in stock is drastically reduced for 12
hours only 12 to 12 Thursday.

Mother Spoiling for Fight
With 'Devoted' Grandma

Rich, warm Early Amencan-finished in traditional pins tones
and graining — Tables that say "home" in any house! All tablies
feature high pressure laminate tops.

By Abigail Van Buren
• ge 1

by linirefial Pm,Svr3d.Cate

DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of an adorable 2-year-old
I'll call "Karla." Ever since her birth, the relationship
between my mother-in-law and me has deteriorated until I
can barely tolerate her.
"Gamma" bought Karla's entire layette, furnished her
room, and has clothed her from diapers to christening dress
to snowsuits and swimsuits. Before I can save the money to
buy something special for Karla, it is purchased, giftwrapped and delivered! If I resist, I get the old "What are
grandmothers for?" Every weekend Gamma calls and asks
if sly cawbaby-sit. When I let her come,she changes Karla's
clothes every two hours,combs her hair a different way,and
when Gamma leaves she is in near tears because she will
miss "her" baby.
When Gamma is around, whatever Karla wants, Karla
gets. Naturally, Karla loves having Gamma around.
All this makes me feel so inadequate and unneeded.
When I complain to my husband, he refuses to "take sides."
Next year he will graduate from college. (His mother is
paying for his education, too.) He will have a degree.
enabling him to relocate anywhere he wants to go. Do I have
the right to give him an ultimatum — either we move at
least 10 hours away from his mother, or I take Karla and
move without him?
He is blind to the way his mother manipulates us. She has
bought her way into our lives and I am sick of it! Please help
me.
SMOTHERED IN MAINE

chairside commode

DEAR SMOTHERED: Don't issue any ultimatums
unless you are prepared to leave your husband.Some
firm ground rules must be established concerning the
limits of what Gamma may and may not do, but you
can't do it alone. This is a family affair that will
require professional family counselint. Please get it.
All of you! Your marriage depends on it.

hexagon commode

All Pine Valley Tables /
12

"Stratolounger

1

One of the Top
Recliner Lines
In The Country
Six Different Styles

•••

DEAR ABBY: I am 12 years old. My grandfather died
before I was born and my grandmother lived alone for 13
years. She got married again four years ago. Here is my
problem. What shall I call her husband? Should I call him
"Grandpa," or should I call him "Harold," which is his
name?
I haven't been calling him anything so far because I'm
not sure what to call him.
NOT SURE IN GEORGIA

2Price
la MO

MI MI MI MI NIB UN in

Occasional
Chairs

DEAR NOT: Ask your grandmother's husband
what he wants you to call him. Or ask your grandmother what she thinks he'd like to be called.
•

From Broyhill
In Velvet Stripes

•••

DEAR ABBY: Is there any help for a mother who
shampoos and cuts her 30-year-old son's hair, and asks her
women friends, all in their 50s, to take turns sitting on his
patio so his neighbors will think there are "women" in his
life?
This son of hers has never had a date in his life. She takes
him on bus trips with her Farm Women's groups. He has no
social life at all with people his age because his mother is
always lining him up to chauffeur elderly, wealthy couples
on trips to nearby-points of interest.
He teaches school and is obedient to his mother, who
keeps reminding him that she won't be around forever. Yes,
he has a father, but he is spineless.
This young man is my nephew, a gentle, pleasant soul
who is totally victimized by his neurotic mother I have
never interfered and do not intend to. I am just interested in
knowing your thoughts.
PUZZLED IN VERMONT

2 Price

This elegant Dining Room Suite From
Broyhill with brass Trim and a Fine
Teak Finish is

Are For 12 Hours Only
- Some Items Are Limited Quantities
All Sales Are Final
All Saks Cash or
IMMEDIATE Financing
Special Prices

DEAR PUZZLED: My thoughts: The mother appears to be loving, well-intentioned, though somewhat overprotective. The .on appears to be obedient
and content with his life. And as long as they're
happy, the only puzzle I see is why you want my
thoughts.

sr

, e egant oriental
design. All in stock pieces

Price
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SPECIAL
SALE
Used IIILLIll at usstruments
horns. drums. flute et,

SILVER &
COLD
PAWN SHOP
Olvmpyc Flora
Open 9 a in to 8 p in
753-7113

*gene
Con ava Resta Atm at toot
nom,AWIS

Am gel 110015

CARTER STUDIO
134251

100 Nam

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ,eady ,elerence
'41 will outctimy nela you locate
he classt ca', yc.J are aolung
tor
1 Legal Nor .e
Notice
3. Caro at 'nooks
4 In Memory
5. Lust Inc I ak,
S. Help *ante°
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus OPpiatti.initv
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sac o'
14. want To Buy
IS. Artcies ‘or Sale
14. noose F.,11,0u5g5
17. Vacuum Cleaners
It Sewing Mac', -ten
IS. Fa8rrrEciu.D7tent
20. Sports Eou.pment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
Eyterminatme
74. Miscellaneous
25. Business 3eces
N. 1 RadQ
27. Mob.le ,torne Sales
21. Mot kome Rents
zit Resting Cooling
30. Bus,ressRemal
31. Want To Rent
32, apfs Fr Rent
33. Rooms tor Rent
34. houses For Ren.
35. Farms Foe Rent
36. For Rent Or tease
37. Livestock Supplies
3* Pets-Supplies
11. Poultry Supplies 'Q.Produce
11. Publ.( Sa,e
12.‘tome Loans I
13. Real Estate
44. Lots or Sae
IS. Farms or Sale
46. Homes'3, Sate
17 Motorcycies.
48. Auto Services
40. Used Cars
W. Used trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and klataYS
53. Services Ortreo
54. For Trade
55. Feed Ana Seed
54. Free OlrOn
57. y,arteo

week's
This
service special at
Rudolph Tires and
Inc.
Alignment
formerly Goodyear
Service Store
Tune Up

34 DO

Alignment

1 2 50

tube

7 00

Oil 8,
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LI:1161,R a TIMES."Mirada).September 17. 1961

I LEGAL NOTICE
I. Thomas David Elkins
as of Sept. IS, 1981 am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own
Thomas D. Elkins

•••'‘

Bible Call
The Crucifixion
759-4444
Children's Story I
759-4445

I

I I5th Anniversary Wallpaper
Sale Over 3,000 rolivn stock
to S1395 sirTgle roll
NOW 4 N per single roll Save
50 percent to 64 percent oft
regular price For month of
September only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
to 50 percent discount on all
stock wallpaper The
'Sherwin Williams Co,

SAWDUST I
Extra large
truckload Paris,
Tennessee. 9016427O67.
ANTIQUE
GLASSWARE
LARGE
ASSORTMENT
BUY SILL

Silver
8 Gold
Pown Shop

Need money For your
club, group or
organuation? Call 753

Infoimation on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment is
cellent income potential
Call l312-7419780. lot
6062
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes All ages No
gimmicks. For information
send self addressed stamped
Richard
envelope to
Demaico, P 0 Box G81,
Wakefield, Mass 01880
Attractive position for
man or woman of neat
appearance and good
character for pleasant
work, no lay offs.
Earning Opportunity
$250.00 to $350.00
to start. Advancement
good benefits. Education
or experience not
necessary. Call Paducah
443 6460 between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. ONLY! Ask
for Mr. Miller,.
Want someone to come
into home and baby sit for
teachers one year old
child. Hours 7:30 to 4:30.
Salary negotiable. Call
759.4777 after 5 :00 p.m.
Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504 641 8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.

EXPERIENCED
. APPAREL SALES. For
mornings, nights and
Sundays. Immediate
part-time openings.
Apply in person
MINNENS OLYMPIC
PLAZA OR BEL AIR
CENTER. E.O.E.

Dental Assistant full
time. Experienced
preferred but not
Olympic Plain
necessary. Send resume
Opc, S 0 Y., iL a p
to P.O. Box 104.
753 1111
Open your own retail
apparel shop. Offer the
latest in jeans, denims
5 LOST & FOUND
and sportswear.
. Two *lost black and tan
_5,14, 8,50 .00 includes
Beagle dogs' One male,' --1-ntory, fixtures, etc.
one female, Last seen in
Complete Store! Open in
Stella Coldwater area.
as little as 2 weeks
Has collars on with wrong
anywhere in U.S.A. (Also
phone number. Any
infant§ and childrens
information leading to
shop). Call SUE, TOLL
seeing or aving of these
FREE 1 800 874-4780.
dogs cal 489 2885. There
will be reward for any
Mature lady to live with
help pos ible
retired lady for room and
board. Call 753-8648.

HELP WANTED
_
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration
receive
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point. Contact Lou
Stroder at 502 436-2842.
Don't Miss out! Call Now!
Today!

Medical secretary receptionist
Only ex
perienced need to apply
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040, Murray, Ay 42071
I HOPE YOU'RE NOT
AS 316 A COWARD AS
MY STUPID BROTHER...

House full of furniture
Odd jobs, yard work, help
washer, dryer
with tobacco crop. 753- . 32,000.00
stove, regular living room
6953.
suite, two bedroom suites.
etc. 436-2236,
10 BUSINESS
15 Cu. ft. Tentmaster
white chest type freezer
OPPORTUNITY
435-4597.

nil.

Cashier clerk apply Uncle
Jeff's Clothing Dept.

1 X 3110 11::0
M311E 3r
rcrTC7r7rri
itfjsl 16 HOME FURNISHINGS 24. MISCELLANEOUS 34. HOUSES FOR RENT 41 PUBLIC SALE

19. FARM EQUIPMENT
Be your own boss and own
this bakery and
One row corn picker,
,
restuarant combination.
' 1400.00. Call 489-2570 or
Additional building next
435 4593.
door for expansion.
Tractor, Model 801
Ford
328,500.00. Mike AinleY
with equipment in good
Realty, 901-6420375, 901
condition. Call 753-0186 or
644 9783.
136 5676.
FUN'D RAISER
OPPORTUNITY FOR
1973 300 Massey Ferguson
CLUB. Call 3024362842 or
combine. 489-2300. _
753 7374.
.'660 Case Combine with
,corn head. Call 489-2180.
11 INSTRUCTION
I give guitar lessons at
home. Have experience in
references. Call 753.3686,
9 5 p.m.

12 INSURANCE

ZO. SPORTS EQUIPMENt

Remington 1100 12 gauge
shotgun. Vented rib
barrell like new
condition. Call 753-7597.
S&N&W .357 Magnum
model 27N. Target sights,
trigger and hammer.
5300.00. 753 7982 after 6
p.m.
Wheat straw for sale. Call
474-2744.

22 MUSICAL

_- 15

ARTICLES FOR SALE

Camera new Nikon FM
body and zoomlens.
$400.00.767 2828.

Nikon FM Camera body
with zoorn lens plle,
accessories Call 767-2828
Rabbits and chickens for
sale and plants Moving
iriust

sell

Cali

anytime

436-5895
Frigidaire,.skinny minnie
washer __and dryer for
sale. 435-4277.

Firewoc4
and burn
seasoned wood this winter
. •
436-2758
FURNISHING
16 HOME
Order

now

Moving Sale! Henredon
dining room suite $900.00
sofa and love seat $200.00,
Henredon bedroom suit
(king size bed) $450.00,
glass top table $75.00,
three chairs $75.00 each,
walnut end table $75.00,
parosons table and
mirror $75.00 and sofa
$250.00. 753-2676 after 6
p.m.

Immediate opening for
piano and organ lessons.
Beginners and advanced.
Call 753-7575.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
So your child
wants to tokd
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7575
,
23 EXTERMINATING

WANTED: Outreach/Social Worker needed for
CallowaylMersholl County area. Resident of specified
area preferred. Must hove car. Knowledge of social pro-,
yams. helpful. Excellent fringe benefits.
Send resume'by September 25, 1981 to
Mary B. Armstrong
West Kentucky Allied Services Inc.
P.0,Box 136
Mayfield, KY 42066
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"
I-10LO REAL
STILL NOW
WHILE I..

IT'S
GONNA
HURT

rr

I DdNT WANT
TO BATHE IN
POLLUTED
WATER

HOMES SALES
12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom,
and bath /
1
2. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104
or nights 753-1551.
Double wide with 'utility
carport built on, 10x18
outbuilding on lot at corner of
North 16th and Poor Farm
Rd Close to Fisher Price.
S20,000 Call 7537975.
A trailer for sale or rent
with option to buy. 436_
2262
12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath i/o. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104
or nights 753-1551.

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Trailer for Rent. Two
bedrooms furnished in
town. $120.00. Coleman
Real Estate, 753 9898.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandor. Dill, Dill Tr. Ct.
For rent: nice 2 bedr0Orn trailer,

4891611.
near Murray.
_ No pets!
For Rent - two bedroom
mobile home, furnished,
near university. Prefer
male students. Phone 7533895 after 5 p.rn.
Two bedroom furnished
all electric mobile home
for rent. $75.00 security
deposit, $150.00 per
month. No pets! Call 7534808.
Two bedroom trailer for
1
2
rent $95.00 per month 2/
miles from town. Call 7538848 before 9:30 p.m.
12x65 1973 furnished,
central air. 759-1987.
Two bedrodm or three
bedroom completely
furnished, new furniture
and carpet. Central heat
and air, natural gas or
electric heat and
cablevision. See at Shady
Oaks, 753-5209 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m.

Kelley's Terntit
Pest Control
24 MISCELLANEOUS"'
Taf)pan dishwasher,
double cast iron sink,
used carpet (12x12), used
30 gallon hot water
heater. Days 753-3142 and
nights 753-8854.
SPECIAL STOCK
REDUCTION SALE
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
only! Marble chips 50 lb.
bag 1.99, Spaghmum peat
moss 4 Cu. ft. bale $7.69,
peat moss, potting soil,
tap soil 40 lb. bags $1.49.
COAST TO COAST
HARDWARE.

WILL BE WHEN I
GET IN IT

Full size maple bed like
new, 375.00. 62 yds.
neutral color carpet
$16.95 per yard new, still
like new $200.00. 36x30 fire
screen 35.00 3-15" 1964
Chevrolet wire spoke hub
caps $75.00. Two new GE
/
3
4 3 phase motors $50.00
each. Chair bottom sheet
cane 16"x50 ft. rolls
$100.00 a roll.

Iiti united FflhS.

'WY NOSE IS ALL REG)
MY SKIN IS ALL BLUE
BECAUSE OF Ti-4E BEATKIGS
I'VE -TAKEN FROM YOU

irx

"YOU MISERABLE, IGNORANT
GAT-BELLIED LOUT
I'LL CALL YOU BAD NAMES
IF YOU vorsi'r CUT IT CUT"

/Nlevd, ARMsr'
GREETING
CARDS

For Sale: 7 hp Murray riding
mower, cheap! Call after 5
p.m. 435-457
8" table saw $65.00. Call
753.5550. Can be seen at
414 N. 5th.
large round
For sale
bales of mixed hay. Will
deliver if needed. Call 7530649 after 6 p.m.
Chain saw 16 in. Homelite
used very little. $100.00.
753-7853.
Nice 17x12 building-shop.
Must sell $900.00 or best
offer. Also new
wheelbarrow $60.00, 200
western red cedar lumber
$30.00. Se at 1007 Main or
call 753-0565.

st1DU DON'T THINK

•you cArYt•-•
BRIBE ME
WITH COCO
00 YOU

Three aluminum
combination storm and
screen doors. Excellent
condition. One door 3x6/8
hinge left and two doors
2/8x6/8 hinge right. Call
489-2474.
Selmer Signet Trumpet
$125.00. Ladies indoor
roller skates, size 6335.00.
Room „ air conditioner,
1700 BTU, $165.00. Boys
three-speed bicycle,
$35.00. Call 753-4981._

I'M
JUMBO
THE
ELEPHANT. -rk
_E/74

26. TV RADIO

I

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

•••••••
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CLAYTONS
753-7575

Three bedroom brit
home on Dudley Dr.
5100.00 a month plus
deposit. 136 2582.

Carport Sale Fri., 8-3 and
Sat.,
12 a.m. 1618
Kirkwood Dr. Baby bed,
play pen, other baby
items, maternity clothes,
and many other items.

House eight rooms, bath,
screened in back porch,
garden space, garage.
Been remodeled by City
Community
Development. Low
income family wanted.
Call 753-3685.

Yard Sal* at Coldwater
just off 121 on 11136 first
house on right. Sept. 16,
17, and 18., 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Electric heaters,
glassware, hair ...dryer,
Rogers old silverware
and old silverware chest
like new. Lots of picture
frames, tape recorder,
blankets, quilts and
bedspreads. Boys leans
size 14 and 16, other
clothes
_ and lots more.
Yard Sale - Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. Four miles from
Murray on old 641 North.'
Gas cook stove,furniture,
glassware.

House for rent in the
county. Call 436-2498 after
5:00 p.m.
Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
p.m.
House for rent. 3,000 sq.
ft. of living. Seven miles
out. Four bedrooms,
three baths, two kitchens,
14 acres. Only $400.00 a
month. Ok two families.
Coleman Real Estate,
7 53-9898.

Garage Sale- just a lot of
nice things. 205 N. 10th.,
Fri. and Sat.

House for rent,
Panorama Shores Dr.
Three bedrooms, great
room, newly decorated.
Call for appointments, 1924-5307 or 1-924-5421.
$250.00 per month.

W.O.T.M. Yard Sale.
Wide variety of items. 706
Fairlane Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 8-5.
Garage Sale 1701
Magnolia Sat. only! Lots
of odds and ends, sone
antiques.

Two bedroom house
unfurnished in county.
437-4386.

Yard Sale 1207 Melrose
Sat., 8:00. Car seat,
couch, winter coat,
clothes and many other
items. Cancelled if rains.

Extra niCe three bedroom
house located in Murray.
$495.00 per month. Security
deposit and one year lease
required_No pets! Call 436.
2935 and 753-0839.

Four party yard sale 301
S. 11th, Sept. 19th, 8:004:00. Furniture, riding
lawn mower, go-cart, and
lots of clothes. In case of
rain will be the following
next Sat.

T\vo bedrooririfouse, air
conditioned with den and
utility. Call 753-6254.

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

'Moving! Garage sale Sat.
19th only, 8-5. Rain or
Shine! Desk, dog house,
AMF riding mower,
household items, flower
pots, jewelry, ladies
clothing sizes 18-22,
pictures, odds and ends,
everything goes. 1501
London Dr.

One-two horse trailer.
Priced to sell. Call
daytime 753-5671, nights
753-3430.

38. PETS SUPPLIES,
AKC Registered Dobernian
puppies, -champion
bloodlines. 759-4588 or 7537637.
Six month old black Great
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
ears, fully obedience trained.
Call SaL 7519101, 753-6527_
All breed dog grooming.
Reasonable rates. Also
boarding and AKC
miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
Kennels. 435-4506.

Want to rent, house with a few
acres, with option to buy. Send
information to PO. BOX 35,
Kirksey, KY 12041.

32. APTS. FOR RENT.
Furriisneo, two beuroorn,
large kitchen, appliances,
block University, adults
only. $200
753-5791
7.59-1074. 753-2649.
One bedroom furnisheut
apartment. One lady or
girl only. 303 S. 6th St.
Call 753-3593.
One Bedioom apartment
near hospital. Furnished
or unfurnished. No pets!
Lease and deposit
required. 753 9208 after
4:00p.m.
12)(65 1973 Furnished, central

air. 7511987.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment partial
utilities paid. No pets!
Girls preferred. Rents for
$90.00 a month. 753 9741.

Two bedroom apartment for t
rent, range, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher. disposer,
washer and dryer hookup,
air, carpet. No pets. One
year lease and $225 deposit
'required, $225 per month.
Phone 753-2622 or 153,43865.
New duplex, two bedrooni,
Northwood Subd. $265.00 per
month. 753.7853.
Nice large two bedroom
apartmen/ partially
furnished. Married
couple only! No pets!
$150.00 deposit, $185.00
per month. Must have
references. Call 753-5962.
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Carport Sale: 108 S. 13th
St. Fri. and Sat., 18, 19. 75. Plants, bicyCle, Avon
bottles and lots of odds
and ends.

AKC Registered
Doberman puppies. 7594588 or 753-7637.

Four party garage sale
8:00-? Fri. and Sat., Sept.
18 and 19. On old 641 North
next door to South
Marshall High School.
Baby furniture, baby
clothes, antique dishes,
all sorts of miscellaneous
items.

40. PRODUCE

31. WANT TO RENT

43

Garage Sale Sat. Sept.
19th, 8 a.m., 1305 S. 16th
across from Fox
Meadows Tr. Ct.
Telescope, african
violets, ping pong table,
chair and other misc.

Registered Dobermans,
black and rust, two reds.
Call 328-8363, Mayfield.

PIM. s,

Sears baby crib, complete
with mattress and
bumper pad, for $43.50.
Call 753-9566.

WHEN WILL "TI-IE
APPLE PIE
\SE DONE"' '

17. MOBIL

30. BUSINESS RENTAL

Twn wood school desks.
Call 753-6931.

A5 500N AS stOti FIX
-11-IE ROOF

Troy-bolt miller, horse
model. Two chair saws.
One Raleigh 3 speed
men's bike. 759 4683 after
7 p.m.

Apples for sale. Sweet cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call 489-2467 to reserve
order.

Yard Sale Thurs. and
Fri., 410 S. 10th, 9:00-5:00.
Carport Sale Sat., Sept.
19, 8-5 1015 Story.

41. PUBLIC SALE

77177..TriTtl......

Antique Mall in Heuel, open
Mon.-Sat., 9-5, Sun., 1-5. 11
dealers.

1

Seven party garage sale
on 121 North across from
fairgrounds. Bed, baby
bed, adding machine,
bicycles, ping pong table,
children's clothing and
many other good items.
Sept. 17 and 18. Thurs.
and Fri,, 753-8197.

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement. 4,000 sq. ft.
finished.

Home or business for
call
Skeet Madre,
Res/ Estate
U.ow Mrs

rent

Yard Sale Fri., Sept. 18.
810 Guthrie Dr. Clothing,
household items.

°paw
751-17117

Yard Sale at 206 Elm
Wed., Thurs., and Fri.

Auction
Sale
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Saturday, Sept. 19, 1981 at10:00 a.m.
in Puryear Tennessee at the late May
Hosford place on Cherry Street right
behind Puryeor Church of Christ. Complete household goods,some antiques and
glassware.
Joe & Luther Hosford Owners. Shorty
McBride No.247 Auctioneer.House on lot
will be offered at the auction by the
Owners.

Sole Wili be held rain or shine.

AniftwO)

Two bedroom apartment
furnished or unfurnished.
Newly decorated. No
children! No pets! Call
after 5:00, 753-2271.
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Extra large two bedroom
furnished apartment ini
city. $165.00 a month.
Water furnished, No pets!
753-1203.
Two bedroom for $175.00 a
month plus deposit and
one year lease: 1301 B
Peggy Ann 753-8411.
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34 HOUSES FOR RENT
Three bedroom home for
rent 1707 Kirkwood. 753
6156, 753 5945.
Hoiise in Panorama
Shores. Furnished or
unfurnished. Couples
only! No pets! Will
consider two college
students. Call 436-5830.
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Perdue a Themes
isiserawee a
Reeltotem
•Sowilssido Court Sq.
Niamey,Biotech,
7S3•44.91
REDUCED $5,000.00,.
This home is just barely
lived in. Features three
bedrooms, two baths, and
a spacious great room
with a large and beautiful
fireplace. This house is
not only beautiful, but is
built for the practical use
of the every day family.
The large kitchen and
dining area are truly a
blessing to any harassed
woman. The private
fenced backyard and
patio are perfect for the
small ones in your family.
So for beauty and just
plain every day living you
must see this dream of a
house. Call Spann Realty
Assoc., 753-7724.

7531222
MI\
POCKETBOOK
PLEASER
Located close to
country grocery,
this older 4
bedroom home on 2
acres offers a lot for
a little! Price just
reduced to only
$8500! Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty,In Murray.
NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive
brick home on quiet
street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and cooling system,
fireplace in den.
Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered
in the $40's. Kopperud Realty, 711
%fain Street.

Alive with east and
charm' Pleasingly
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with dining area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-ins.
For
economy, add central gas - and you cats
find
the
total
package by dialing
753-1492. Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

LORETTA JOIN, REALTOAS
1200 SVC-WT.6X.
Law ray 1(0ml...city 420?'
1502, 753-1492
^

40 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East. six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
lendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 75344.51; Susy Wells, 753 1585 or
Geneva Giles, 753-6557,

Professional Services
;lank Friendly Touch"
BETTER BUY!!
Good location close to shopping.
Remodeled 11
/
2
story brick home
with big comfortable rooms - 2
large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in
Hazel on a 75x140
lot, nice variety of
fruit trees and
garden area. Very
affortadable at just
$29,900. Take
action-call today!
CIRCAFtAMA
CIRCLE
Been reluctant to
buy because prices
are too high. Here's
your chance - brick,
/
2
3 bedroom, 11
baths, den or ofice,
formal dining area,
new wall to wall
carpeting, new central gas beat and
air conditioning.
Large shaded lot
near shopping in excellent
neighborhood. Only
$42,900! Let us show
this to you.

641 Auction Sale Every Friday Night at
6:30 p.m. Highway 641 North of Paris,
Tennessee.
This week oak kitchen cabinet, Avon
bedroom suite, lamps, tables, glassware,
oak file cabinet, dishes, chest, cosh
register, iron, record player, adding
machine, desk, chair, Atwater Kent radio,
office equipment and much more.
Auctioneer

Larry Baucum 646A
Shorty McBride 247

AUCTION
Small Acreage Tracts at affordable
terms and prices. Also large colonial
home.
Date: Saturday, Sept. 19, 1981 - 10
a.m. Location: From Dover, Tenn. Take
Highway 49 toward famous Land Between
the Lakes. Appx.4 miles of Dover.
Owner:Bobby Spiceiond

9400111`•-..-

Description of Home: Large 4 bedroom colonial
home, 1 acre of ground located just off Highway 49,
which hos been completely reworited. For detailed information call agent or owner. Just come out to the
auction
Description of Lond;Trocts will vary in size from 2
acre tracts up to 15 acres. Each tract will hove good
rood frontoge. Excellent home sites. Good timber on
almost oil tracts. Survey plats will be available sole
date, also prior to sole by contacting agent.
Terms. Day of sale, 10% down, balance within 30
days or see terms explanation below.
Excellent terms will be available by contacting
Clarksville P.C.A. Qualified buyers may buy by paying 20% down with P.C.A standard loon procedure
with their present interest rate. You must make credit
application prior to sale dote. Cash will not be refused.
Auctioneer's note: if you're going through life, not
investing in real estate, look our deal over Anyone
with good credit can qualify to own real estate.
Almost a once in a lifetime deal. Something to think
about. Need a place to cut wood, recreational property or a good efnce to live, come on out.

A

tili

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO
Announcement day of sole will hcwe precedence over
printed matter

Auctioneer; Ed "Bogie"

Bogard,tic.548
615-232-6221

• •••

111,

43. RE
Four bedroom

MOT
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j3SERVICg.. SOFFERED
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51 CAMPERS
1977 Honda 175 Elsinore 15 ft Shasta Camper Call
excellent condition. Call 753 2337
753-7597
„$2. OATS & MOTORS
1 9 76 Honda 5 5 OF
, moior
windjammer, many trailer. Good condition. $500.
•
45 FARMS FOR SACE
extras. 11950.00. Call 759- Cali 4361216
lORS1
For renflease, or sate. SO 445.
15% ft. speed boat, (mod,
acre cattle farm near
REAL ESTATE
JUST
condition, 35 Hp Johnson'
AWS
Also
arrn
r
Crossland.
hay
49.
for'
753-8080
ji
ODMPLETED
motor. $1200.00 Call 753
sale. Call 7531662.
1975 Cutlass Supreme, 8296.
And ready for a new
San.,
P.6,4ekg
25 Acres located
silver with blue interior
Thr F
1' T •
owner. Three miles northwest two
of AM/FM 8 track, wire 3.SfbIL/ISESOFFERE
bedrooms, great Kirksey. One acre pond, wheel covers 51800 00.
•
P & D -lawn-Tervice
room, three full eight acres Cali 436,2871.
ALMO HEIGHTS
Mowing small tree and
3 bdrm. home,
baths. Very attrac- tillable.Balance in 1973 Ford
wagon, 35\ hedge
timber. Surveyed and
trimming
Free
tive kitchen, large title searched. 753 2266 or Cleveland, body rough;
hardwood floors,
Estimates 4362391
utility room and 759-4613 after 7p.m.
new carpeting,
$350.00. Silverado drivers
.,...aNIMII1111114111•011a4eal•••••=••••••
door, Fender $150.00. Call MOBILE HOME
two car garage.
remodeled kitchen
REPAIR. Installing tie
Located in new 46. HOMES FOR SILtr 753 1739.
with appliances,
downs, underpinning,
Sale
furnished
Uouse
for
miles
37,000
1975
Fiat,
development adlarge utility room
or unfurnished, carpet black inferior, new tires, roofing, installing doors
Big lot with trees
jacent to throughout,
large 35 MPG, $2,000. Call 759- and. windows. Also build
porches and patios. Cali
Gatesborough.
and a nice garden
bedroom and large living )739.
Immediate posses- room. Dining room, 1978 Mustang, 4 speed, 753-6973. Free estimates!
spot. Economical
kitchen, bath room, AM/FM cassette stereo, No job too small! Nights
sion and priced in
gas heat. $23,900.
utility room and built in clock, 1iC,000 miles, like and weekends call 474the $60's. Phone 753/
2 blocks new. $3,500.00. Call 753- 2276.
car garage. 11
1222, Kopperud
CHOICE
from M.S.U. Look it over 8296._ _
•
mobile Home roof
Realty, for all the
and give me a bid.alo real 1972 Mustang. Runs resealed or coat with
LOCATION
please.
206
brokers
estate
information.
641 S. Newly listed
great, needs maintenance fiber asbestos paint. Call
S. 15th, 759-4702.
and body work. Call 753- 753-9672 ater 5 p.m. for
two lots (100x375'
FOR RENT
estimates.
2266 or 759-4683.
each), only short
EXECUTIVE
Two bedroom home, 408 S
blocks and
distance from city.
HOME
ith St., Murray $24,000 1970 Nova six cylinder, Concrete and
Basements, drivebrick.
Commercial or
Three bedroom, 2
Ic3-3171
automatic. Runs good, ways, sidewalks and storm
ruff body. $175.00. Call cellars. 20 years experience
building site. City
bath almost new
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath 753-9710.
water available.
home for rent.
and free estimates. 753-5476.
_
built-in appliances Must
Home is spotless
Fence sales at Sear-now,
sell, $30,000 Call 489throughout, has
PTII - one Call Sears 753-2310 for
11971
2670
Located In Riviera
central heat and
cot-.
owner
local
free estriate for youi
two
is
this
Courts
air, attached 2-car 'Four bedroom house in Lynn
needs
PROM'S
mobile
bedroom
with 2 acres. House,
Grove
garage, and conveOldsmobile
needs repair. 435-4284.
home, completely
Guttering by Sears Sears
nient location.
Pontiac
• furnished for only
Brick house two years old.
continuous gutters installed
Available at $400 a
Three bedroom, two baths,
Cadillac
$11,500.00. the ideal
per your specifications Call
month. Phone 753- formal dining room, large
1406 W. Maio 753-5315
dwelling for that son
153-2310 for free
Sears
house
garage,
car
1222, Kopperud
den, two
estimate
or daughter now atwill
Owner
extras.
has many
Realty in Murray.
tending college.
consider financing. See at' 1979 Honda Odessey, 436- Carpet Cleaning. Clean;
1839 Wiswell Rd. or call 753odoc free carpet, last'
Make your offer to2540.
40 Acre farm, half mile from °839 or 4312211,
longer and smells better.
day:
mile
of
a
town on 94 East. 6/10
1975 Chevrolet Malibu For free estimates call
acres
blacktopPed. 23
ROBERTS REALTY
59,000 actual miles. See at Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
Older House and
tendable,17 timber. For more
813 Coldwater Rd. Call 753-9826. Experienced and
1116 SSimmers
1 acre with
information call Purdom &
436-2438.
newsy,'. 753-1651
Thurman Rill Estate, 753repairs
could
be
._
1975 Vega Hatchback 4 f5ROFESSIONAL ATTACK
.4451; Susy WfIls, 753.1585 or
Three bedroom, bath, den Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
4 bedroom speed, 30 MPG. $1050.00 training for dogs over 10
months old. Reasonable
with fireplace and garage
.4 located near Call 753-0457.
rates. Call 901-233-8537 atter 6
on one acre. Deposit,
reference, lease, $200.00.
Stella.
1977 LTD II Brougham pm
Call 753-0457.
$2600.00.
Strout Realty, 753-0186.
Call 753-99 24
30 years experienced car
p.m.
4:30
after
station
penter work' Also. flue
Toyota
1970
0
wagon. Automatic, air, building. Call 438-23,
NEW USTING
radials, excellent
11,2 story brick, 2100
iome
-ToFTITha e y owner. condition. $1500.00 or Alexanoer septic Tank
linrray
from
miles
17
i505 Oak Dr., excellent trade for motorcycle. 354- Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
sq, ft. of living space, 2
bedroom mania hare on Ono
condition, immediate 6783.
from your driveway. Inacres. Brown's Grove
wooded lots with outstanding
possession. Three
lake view Large room attached
dustrial, residential, or
area. only $38,000.
"tedroorn
brick
over
1400
1976 VW Rabbit good
with windows all around.
24 hour sercommercial,
4.
ft.
living
area.
Fully
condition for $1,950.00.
Remodeled and poly funishvice Call 753-5933
ed. By owner 19,300.00. Csa Carpeted. Phone Paducah Call 753-7675.
We manage Rental
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
753-8776 after Sp.m.
Property for other
All your plumbing and air
DI after 5:00 p.m. 55/
conditioning needs. Also do
people for a small fee.
7580. Ask for Ken Repossessed 1972 El
Adams.
Camino good condition. carpentry, painting, roofing
You'll like our SerCall 753-5573.
and concrete. All work done
vice.
to satisfaction. 753-9822.
FOR SALL
home in
need of repairs on one
ac re Reduced to S8500 00
Call Spann Realty Assoc.,
753 7224.. _

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Whirlpool
Kenmore,
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service Bobby
14000et 753-4872 Bob's
Appliance Service. 202 S
5th

sorpm

Aluminum Service
aluminum and
siding. custom
work. References
Will Ed Bailey

a.-

Pla
BLOFF
SHORES

Pr
Services
ith The F nerd;s TouchTHIS IS IT!!
This newly listed
home offers size,
quality and location
all at a reasonable
price! Brick
veneer, 4 extra
large bedrooms,
with huge closets, 2
full baths, den with
fireplace, bit kitchen/dinette, central gas heat and
air-conditioning.
Located in Bagwell
Manor near shopping. An unusually
good home at only
$66,900.00.
BARGAIN BUY
2 bedroom, Holiday
trailer, 12x60 gas
heat, central electric air, fully furnished including appliances. Twoowner, fully
carpeted,
underpenned. 1%11
for $4,600.00.

I
The Lydia Phillips
Home located about
miles east of Murray on 280, includes
15 acres approxNewlAsting
imately 756 feet of
Beautiful 3
road frontage. Call
bedroom executive
753-6531.
home on Highway
94 just West of Mur- The perfect home for
ray City Limits. YOung or retired couple.
/
2
Formal dining New three bedroom, 11
room, living room, bath house. Located on
edge of town.
den, large game southwest
Call 753-3903.
room, tastefully
decorated through- FHA home and lot. Three
bedroom brick, lot size 80
out. Private setting ft.
x 177 ft. with outside
and convenient storage shed. Assumable
location. Phone 753- loan, only one year old. In
1 222, Kopperud county close to school.
Can be seen at Scenic
Realty in Murray.
Acres Subd. off of Hwy,
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and a stocked pond.
You can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with roof
goes with the property. Price just
lowered to $10,000
and owner will
finance. Phone any
member of the Kopperud Realty Home
Team at 753-1222 for
all the details.
Price just reduced.
With this private

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Sept. 19ti, at 10 a.M., it the
lets Robert Jones piece, 2 miles hulk of
Coldwater. Leave Highway 121 at sip In
Coldwater, go to the end of the blacktop, tire
right at 2nd hoese.
Will sell like new 30" row, frost free
refrigerator, washer end dryer, opripit freeme,
air conditioner, heaters, fens, smell applimome,
two bedroom suites, site theirs, said tabs,
maple table and chairs, aim TV, Did,
recliner, limps, picteres. Lets ef Oar
famitere, antique, trunks, reckers, lihrory
table, dram table, nice quilts, *id imortki, 2
mantle clocks, 50 or pieces of pod depressise
glass, lets more glass, chime, cooking etessils,
stone pitchers, cast free items, hies veldts
coffee pot, L. C. Smith, doe* barrel
lisnimotiess 12 per shit, deal is
1800's. Other collector pieces, weed stove,
wash kettle, carpenter tools, lets mere.
For infermaties col
Otto Chester
*action Service
4 3 5 4128

280. $33,500.00 or can call
753-4037.
$35,000 will buy this neat
well kept two bedroom
frame on seven acres of
which five are woods. Has
two large outbuildings,
one can be used as garage
or work shop. In Lynn
Grove Community. Call
753-8729 or 45-4460.
House three acres land.
7531169 after 4:00 p.m.

1980 Dodge repossessed.
Call 753-5573,

Bur-Dot Ceramics. Open
9:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
Monday Friday. Classes
and supplies 471 2708

ALCOA

0689.

ALumitipm SIDING

Call days 474-2359. 474Heating refrigeration and 2276 evenings
On
electrical repair Bobs weekends. 474:2276.
Refrigeration Service
& K Stump Removal. Do
Hazel KY 498-8370 o
you
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart from need Stumps removed
your yard or land
AAA CUSTOM Mier cleared of stumps? We can
CABINETS
bookcases. remove stumps up to 24
[music centers, etc. below the ground. leaving
Reasonable 436-2566

only sawdust and chips.

for tree estimate. Bob
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TAP 'Call
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
hour
service
CLEANING. 24
also instalation of septic :Kemp Jr 435-4319
tanks and backhoe work MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348 underpinning, roof's sealedt
patio awnings, and hous/
CARPET CLEANING Fre(
type
roofs for mobile
estimates. Satisfiec
lack
references. V ibra-Vac steam homes 753-1813
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S Glover
CARPET CLEANING, 751 Will build miscellaneous
5827.
wooden items, such as:
cedar chests, coffee and
end tables, etc. Will
refinish antiques. Call
I
WELL
753-0249.

DRILLING

Doug Jones Electric
residential wiring and
motor r,epair. Airport Rd.
753-9555.

We specialize in never
rust Plastic Wells. Install water lines and
water supply systems.
RITSTER

Will inspect and clean
chimneys. 498-8958.

L MCALPIN
WELL DRILLING

56. FREE COLUMN

901 - 364-3476

Five kittens, three white
ones and two smoke gray.
489-2158.

HORNBUCKiE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Maier St.

and"
Asphalt driveways
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.

1979 Pontiac Firebird
repossessed. Call 7535573.

.,
vinyl
trim
Call
153-

R ICESOFFERED
r
hand saws,
chain sdws aria sadi saws
Cali 153 4656

3r vinyl siding and lirm
vimJohnson's Electric Corr' Aluminum trim for brick
houses Jack Glover 753mercial and,,, residential
1873
wiring, gas installed ',and
GENERAL
HOME REPAIR
repairing, 153-7203
15 years experience carpenAtdomobile machanic will try concrete, plumbing,
do work on automatic and
roofing, siding
things
all gasoline engined trucks
around the home Free
All work done gauranteed
estimatesl No Job too small.
,91143/4546

gra

Auction

1

r

TIMES. Thur•dai.Srptemiwr 17. PM

43. REAL ESTATE

flew listing two miles West
of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94,
two bedroom frame house
with two acres very neat
and attractive home. For
more information
call
Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate. 753-4451
Susy
Wells, 753-1585 or Geneva
Giles. /53-6557

• • • - •"

Across from Conemeinty Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat
8-12753-3685
For Appointment

'04
'0
0
444.

1950 Chevrolet pick up.
Very good co:-.dition.
$600.00 or trade for
motorcycle. 354-6783.

19opmefft
.

79 Ford F-150
4x4 300 4 sp.
753-8786 or
753-5699.
197/ Chevrolet pickup. Losi_
milisoe. Call 753-9648 or PST
6084.
1976 Ford Bronco in
excellent condition. 753
4112 or 753-7795. after 6 p.m
1973 International farm
truck. 14 ft. flat bed price
$2850.00.
1993 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into bed),
rally wheels, custom paint
and captains chairs. 13,000
miles. Reply to 753-5014.

Friday Afternoon 5:30 p.m.
Sept. 18th 1981 Rain or Shine
Location: From Mayfield take highway 45
south to Pryorsburg, turn left at Pryorsburg
Cafe, go approx. 2/3 mile watch for signs.
This is a big house full of furniture, antiques,
appliances, tractor equipment, wagon trailer.
Lots of oak, walnut, mahogany, cherry furniture, washstand, mahogany table with 6
chairs, hutch, china cabinet, approx. 70 years
old.

House for sale furnished
or unfurnished, carpet
West Kentucky Auction
51. CAMPERS
throughout, two large
bedrooms and large
In Charge of Sale
living room. Dining 1977 Mari of War 28 ft.
Cosh or good checks only. For more inforMation ell
274-8796
room,kitchen, bath room, camper with air condition
utility room and built in and awning. Call 7538072.
/
2 blocks
car garage. 11
from M.S.U. Look it over
and give me a bid. No real
estate brokers please. 206
S. 15th, 759-4702.
Auction Sale Saturday, Sept. 19th at 10:00 a.m. to sell the real estate

Service

ESTATE AUCTION

47,MOTORCAltrir
AXR 80 Honda $435.00.
Call 7531061.
1978 TT500 Yamaha.
Equipped with street
lights. Perfect condition.
S850.00.759-1958.
1976 Honda CB 500T good
condition $300.00 call 753/141
1975 350 Honda
combination road and
trail bike. Excellent
condition. Call 474-2744.
1980 Honda threewheeler, 110 Series. Good
shape. Call 5271274 or
436-4977.

48. AUTO SERMT
M&G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass
shelving We also install
auto glass, fix storm
windows and doclirs,
repair and replace store
fronts, install patio door
glass, plate lass and
window glass.Cut mirrors
and glass table tops. Do
picture framing. 753-0110.

fill1P11
.
4100.41
"
'
..

and
personal property of the late Marie Virginia McIntosh 228 North 8th St. in
Mayfield, Ky. Real Estate consist of a two story, three apartment hduse. Lot
is 90' x 150' zoned commercial or residential, a potential income of more
than $600 per month now.
Will sell a 12 place setting of Fostoria. Meat platter, bowls and preserve stand, over 100

pieces of stern crystal, rose

pattern arid hand etched, on 8 place setting with vegetable
bowls of Noomi China, also cream and sugar, but glass, press cut class, A. & P. pattern,
preserve stand, Nepon hand painted plates, cobalt blue water set, Hull 8. Rosewell pottery,
carnival gloss, fancy powder dishes, small bowl and pitcher set, old stone pieces, many
other pieces of glass not listed, silverware, stainless silver, sterling silver, 2 silver coffee
and tea sets, six prints signed by Author Singer, old picture records, glass door oval china
cabinet, fancy wicker chair, other old fancy chairs, Duncan Phyfe couch, four Duncan
Phyfe dining chairs and one captain choir, wood hi choir, three oak' choirs, small 6 leg
table, fancy old small desk, small trunk, old V ictrola cabinet, many small tables fancy end
tables, old gate leg table, old fern stand, old Rayo lamp, kerosene lamps, floor lamps, odd
table lumps, old pictures and nice old frames, fancy old mirror, three old chandliers, cedar
chest, cedar chifferobe, old buffet and chino cabinet, old quilts, cost iron wore, one lot of
with french top. _This is only a partial
old books, a beautiful ocro sonic piano by Bowlin)
listing so come and plan to spend the day Eats and drinks available. Not responsible for
accidents. Sole of personal property conducted by

Dan Miller Auction Service
Real Estate hondled by Waldrop & Waldrop Century 21 326 South 7th St. Mayfield, Ky.
Real Estate will sell at 12 noon with 10% down day of sole. Balance and possession wills
passing of deed or in 30 days. For more information and your auction needs call 4354144
Lynn Grove, Ky. or 241-2734, Mayfield, Ky.

,
sian MjIler Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky.& Tenn.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Mrs. Travis
Dies Today

Final Rites
Today For

Mrs. Tom Ed Travis,
the former Venice Jones,
of Murray Route 3 died
today at 3 a.m. at the
Baptist Central Hospital,
Memphis,Tenn.
She was64 years of age.
The body is being
returned to the Max
Churchil Funeral Home
for funeral and burial
arrangements to be
announced later.

Funeral Is .
Today For
Mr. Babcock
The funeral for
Frederick Babcock will
be held today at 3:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with Ed
Davis officiating. Shea
Sykes will direct the song
service with the singers
from the New Concord
Church of Christ where
he was a member.
Pallbearers will be
Bobby Wilson, Charles
Edwin Stubblefield,
Charles Ray Henry, Paul
Wayne Garrison, Joe
Geurin, and Robert
SIcCage, Jr. Burial will
follow in the New
Concord Cemetry.
Mr. Babcock, 66,
Murray Route 5,
Lakeway Shores, died
Monday at 8:50 p.m. at
the St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Erlene Smith
Babcock; one daughter,
Mrs. Robert Azinger,
Farmington, Mo.; one
son, Wayne Babcock,
Edwardsville, Ill.; one
sister, Mrs. Emma
Lucas, one brother,
Foster Babcock, and 10
grandchildren.

Brown Featured Speaker At Meeting

Mr. Barrow
Dies; Rites
Mrs. Manning Are Friday

Final rites for Mrs.
Neva Manning, widow of
Claude Manning, are
being held today at 1 p.m.
it the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with the
Rev. Ercel Carter and the
Rev. Elmer Hughes
officiating. Music will be
by Leonard Dunaway,
Mrs. Loma Borders, and
Mrs. Carl Usrey.
Serving as pallbearers
are David Lamb,Clifford
Lamb, Kenneth Lamb,
Roger Hill, Paul Hester,
and Herbert B. Palmer.
Burial will follow in the
Mt. Cannel Cemetery.
Mrs. Manning, 74, died
Tuesday at 1:30 a.m. at
the Baptist Central
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Claudine
Nichols, Murray; one
son, Eugene Manning,
Benton Route 3; step
daughter, Mrs. Mary
Darnell; two sisters, Mrs.
Bill Hill and Mrs. Bud
Palmer, one brother,
Robert Johnson, four
grandchildren, and two
great grandchildren.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Ctryaler
Ford
GAF
General Dynamic
General Motors
General'fire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublein
IBM
Jerico
Kmart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S.Tobacco
Wendy's

+247
LS% unc

511444-%
5 uric
la% unc
12% unc

2444-%
W4+%
11+%
35% unc
4unc
21%b,21%5

C.E.F. Fund

3545+%

ISIS

Bermuda Bag
Covers
for
Murray High Tigers
Calloway County
High Lakers
MSU Racers
Greek Sorority

TBitchtngtjam Rap, 10.
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center — Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.

Some of the local
Murray Mayor-Elect
An organizational Medical College, as chief
Brown, is active in
meeting of the Southern of surgery at Riverside many civic, social, and Holmes Ellis will give the doctors will be special
Christian Leadership Hospital, Nashville, and businesis organizations._ welcome at the Friday guests to hear Dr. Brown
Conference in Murray as attending surgeon at and has won many meeting. Special music speak, according to a
and Calloway County will Hubbard, Riverside and awards and honors. She will be by Mrs. H. Glenn group spokesman who
-General Hospitals, was born in Philadelphia, Doran, soloist, and Mrs. urges all interested
be held Friday, Sept. 18, Metro
Aden Dunlap, pianist.
personi to attend. •
Clifford W. Barrow at 8 p.m. at the Douglas Nashville.
Pa.
died Wednesday at 7 a.m. Center on L P. Miller
at the St. Thomas Street, Murray.
Hospital, Nashville, Dorothy L Brown of
Tenn. He was 60 years of Nashville, Tenn., will be
age and a resident of the featured speaker with
Route 1,Dover,Tenn.
the theme of her talk to be
Born Feb. 15, 1921, in "Low Income and
By JIM RECTOR
Brothers and his "Brubaker" in niences it causes.
Stewart County, Tenn., Elderly Face The 1980's."
Sports
Editor
two
national magazines - Hot VWs
"It's hard on my wife when she
he was the son of the late
Dr. Brown is the
Brothers,
Rt.
and
Mike
2,
VW Greats.
Murray,
is
goes to get groceries because it
Henry Barrow and Lanie educational director of
"I wa s holding my breath all only has one door and with the
just an average guy, a flat-rate
Keeny Barrow. Mr.
mechanic
by
trade,
who
has
been
day
during the contest and it real- kids along it isn't too easy."
Barrow was a member of
more
than
his
ly
came
attracting
share
of
as a surprise when they
Another problem, which isn't
the Dover Baptist Church
attention. Or rather, his creation announced I'd won," Brothers too much of a problem, says
and an Army veteran of has been drawing the limelight to laid. His entry won over 5040 en- Brothers, is the crowd attraction.
World War II.
tries from across the state in the "It really draws a crowd in a
both Brothers and his wife Jody.
Survivors include his
The
Brothers'
creation
is
actualthree
participating catagories - parking lot. People are always
wife, Mrs. Nadine Futrell
ly a kit, a car kit, but not your kits, Beetles and Bajas - all made stopping us and asking what it is,"
Barrow, to whom he was
by Volkswagen.
average,everyday car kit.
Brothers laughed.
married on Jan. 16, 1946;
This
one
resembles
a
Star
Trek
"This
is
more
or
less
a
hobby,
The Brubaker isn't Brothers'
daughter,
Mrs.
Rita
one
space pod in black with gray- but this one is by far the nicest first car he'a ever built, and he
Staley, and one
stripe highlights. A single sliding I've ever had," Brothers said. The says it won't be the last. His next
granddaughter, Sybil
door on the passenger side is the company producing the project he intends to work on is a
Staley, Nashville, Tenn.;
only entrance and exit to the in- "Brubaker" kit went out of 1929 Bogadi Roadster, a rare twotwo sisters, Mrs. Joe
terior of light gray Cadillac carpet business in 1974, and according to seater which is also a VW Beetle
(Cowes) Lancaster,
and velour seats. A roomy,sunken Brothers, if anything happened to fiberglass kit.
Dorothy L.Brown
Murray, and Mrs. Lura
Paschall, Hazel; one the Riverside-Meharry bench-style seat is situated behind the vehicle "it could not be replacWhile he's waiting on that
brother, Hubert Barrow, Clinical Rotation the front buckets for the 4-5 ed." Which makes insuring the dream to come true, Brothers
passenger vehicle.
unusual auto all that much more says he'll keep on r acing and tryHazel.
Program, Nashville
Brothers
classified
his
kit
as
a
expensive.
The funeral will be held and is also on the national
ing to sell the Brubaker. Last
"I'm putting it on the market
Friday at 1 p.m. at the advisory council of "Brubaker Box" named after the
week at the Bug In the Murrayan
Memorial Chapel of the Heart-Lung-Blood of the now-non existent company by the and I'd basically like to get back took second place in the Super
same
name.
what
I put into it. Getting the na- Stock Buggy Race in another
Anglin Funeral Home, HEW National Institutes
"I started on it in my spare time tional publicity by the twoDover, Tenn., with the of Health.
"bug" he built himself.
about a year ago and the reason it
magazines will help me get what I
Rev. Herbert McFadden
The guest speaker took me so long to build is because
want for it because I'm not sure
"Building and racing and workofficiating.
received her B. A. from it was so expensive," Brothers anyone around here -would give
ing
on cars has been something
Pallbearers will be Bennett College,
I've enjoyed doing all my life and
Marshall Cherry, Hobert Greensboro, N. C., and said. "It lists for $11,000 in Los that kind of money for it. To some
something like this (winning and
Griffin, Leon Boren,Scott her M. D. from Meharry Angeles, the fibergalss alone cost people this might seem like a very
expensive toy, but my wife and I
with his Brubaker) makes it all
Barrow, Don Cherry, and Medical College, $5,800."
Brothers
feels
his
time
and
have
been
using
it
as
just
another
worth while," Brothers said. Until
John Wallace. Burial will Nashville, Tenn. in 1948.
funds were all spent, however, as family car,"said Brothers.
it's sold, the Brubaker Box will be
follow in the Stewart She took her internship
'
at
The Brothers, who have two
on display in the parking lot of
County Memorial Harlem Hospital, New his "Brubaker Box" was the people's choice winner at the recent children - Ginger,6, and Jody, 3, Carroll Volkswagen on Chestnut
Gardens.
York City, and her Volkswagen Bug In at Lovelace, decided to sell the car as
Street
much
for
during Brothers' regular
Friends may call at the residency in general
Ky. The victory will place the money as the slight inconveworking days.
funeral home.
surgery at George W.
Hubbard Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. Brown was the first
Negro Woman General
Surgeon in the South. She
TRIGG COUNTY — has served as director of
State Police Narcotics Student Health Service at
Detective Joe Cohoon and Fisk University-Meharry
three other state police Medical College,
506 -1-•C. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
officers recovered about Nashville, Tenn., as
$3,000 in marivana clinical professor of
Wednesday.
C P
surgery, Meharry
According to KSP
Information Officer
Richard Wright, officers
served a search warrant
and recovered both
Dr. Hal E. Houston
marihuana and recently appeared before
sinsemillar (a hybrid the Kentucky Academy of
marijuana with no Family Physicians.
seeds).
During the two-day
Arrested was Gaines L summer seminar in
Morris, 31, Rt. 1, Owensboro, Houston
Herndon. He is charged presented a program
with manufacturing and about "Breast
trafficking in Marijuana. Augmentation." The
Also arrested was seminar, at the
Philip D. Bader,32, Rt. 1, Executive InnHerndon. He is also Rivermont, was chaired
charged with by Drs. Charles D. Clark
manufacturing and and Donald Hughes, both
trafficking in marijuana. Murray physicians.
Writ said officers
Houston, a practicing
also recovered several physician in Murray,
other types of drugs. specializes in surgery. He
However, before the is a partner in the Murray
exact substances are Surgical Association with
known lab analysis will Drs. Hugh L. Houston and
have to be completed.
C. C. Lowry.

'Brubaker' Wins People's Choice Award

Car Attracts Attention

Marijuana
Is Recovered
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Humor Helps At Cincinnati
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
If humor is the pathway
out of pain, former
Murray State coach Mike
Gottfried may wear out
several pairs of shoes
before his program gets
where he warts it.
Gottfried, recently left
Murray State for
Cincinnati University and
is currently in the throes
of an 0-2 season with little
relief in sight.
Saturday the rebuilding
Cinncy squad plays
Pittsburgh, after
suffering a 52O
embarrassment to Penn
State last week and a 1913 upset to Youngstown
State the week before.
"Asking us to play Pitt
after playing Penn State
last week is like asking
Custer to play a second
game against the
Indians," Gottfried said.
But despite the lopsided
score, the former Racer

mentor says Penn State
wasn't 52 points better
than his team.
'As I was telling a
writer up here after the
game, when he asked if
Penn State ran up the
score on us, I said,,,`No
way. It wa's obvious Joe
Paterno thought we could
score eight touchdowns in
the last three minutes
and he was just hanging
on." The big difference
Gottfried noted between
Penn State and Pitt is the
color of their uniforms.
"It's hard establishing
a winning tradition here
right away because most
of our guys don't know
how to win. Having won
only four games in the
last two years you can see
why we're having
trouble. But, I'm not
down by any means. I
knew it would be tough
the first year and we've
had a good recruiting
year so far and next year

we'll have a great one,"
said Gottfried.
In the meantime
Gottfried and his gang
are resigned to doing the
best they can until help
arrives. The coach, who
led MSU to it s best backto-back seasons in the
school's history, says he
does have spiritual
backing to help him along
the way at Cinncy.
"I've got a Catholic
friend who says he lights
a candle for me before
every game. I told him
the way things look he'd
better light a whole lot of
candles or better yet, just
set the whole church on
fire."
And despite the losses
and the coverup humor,
Gottfried has been deeply
touched while
establishing a winning
relationship within the
team itself.
"I've had to put
everything in the right

ill
til

perspective. I felt really
bad after that loss to
Youngstown because I
thought we'd thrown the
thing away. I felt pretty
awful about the whole
situation until I got a call
from one of the players
late that night. He told
me to come over to the
dorm where I found two
of our players walking
around crying about the
game because they felt
they'd done some dumb
things that had lost it for
us. I think it's that kind of
concern that's going to
lift us out of this rut down
the line."
In looking at the
current Racer program
Gottfried says he's not
surprised at the team's
success and as a matter
of fact he's rather proud
of the way things are
going for Frank Beamer
in his rookie head
coaching year. Gottfried
has alrady played
Youngstown, Beamer's

opponent Saturday, and and the university,
the former MSU coach
saying everyone here had
says the Racers should be spoiled him.
in good shape to handle
"Murray and Murray
the Penguins.
State deserve the
"They played us hard success. It's good the
here, but I don't think program is doing well
they're an outstanding which I knew it would in
team. I'm pretty sure the first place. I miss
Murray will do well everything there
against them. We blew including the horse. If
the game ourselves, Penn State had had a
letting them catch us in horse here last week they
the final minutes like would have killed him."
they did."
In spite of all his early
mishaps and although the
Among the players who road ahead is as bleak as
did the most damage to the one behind, at least
Cincinnati were tailback for this season, Gottfried
Paris Wicks, who had 145 remains optimistic and
yards on 21 carries plus straightforward.
he caught a TD pass
"God has a reason for
enroute to co-offensive
player honors in the Ohio everything and I know
Valley Conference that He's got a reason for me
week. Coincidentally his being here. It's like the
honored counterpart was John Denver song - some
MSU quarterback Gino days are diamonds and
some days are stones. It's
Gibbs.
just that I've been getting
Gottfried admitted he hit by a lotta rocks
missed Murray, the city lately."

FOND MEMORIES — Former Racer football
coach Mike Gottfried is having his share of problems with the Cincinnati Bearcats, but says improvements are bound to come sooner or later.
MSU photo by Barry Johnson
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LAS VEGAS, Nev.
( AP) — Fighting halfblind and trailing on all
three judges' cards,
Sugar Ray Leonard
reached into his resevoir
of boxing know-how for
the knockout of Thomas
Hearns that made him
the undisputed
welterweight champion
of the world.
"I brought this up from
the bottom of my heart,"
said Leonard after
Wednesday night's 14thround victory. "There
were many people around
thgworld who didn't want
me to win, who wanted
me to lose. I had to do this
for Ray Leonard."
Leonard's left eye had
been damaged in his
training camp when a
sparring partner's elbow
bruised it. Hearns knew
about the injury and beat
a steady tatoo on
Leonard's eye, swelling it
closed.
"I would say between
half and three-quarters of
my vision was
impaired," Leonard said.
"Once the eye swelled, he
had a better chance to
land right hands."
Hearns, who had been
rocked early by Leonard
and was rolling on the
ropes in the sixth round,
seemed to get his second
wind around the 10th.
When he heard the fans in
the capacity crowd of
24,382 who packed the
temporary stadium
outside Caesars Palace
chanting his name, he
responded with a brilliant
rally that seemed to turn
the fight around.
"I had the fight
completely under control
until his left hand and
right jabs began getting
through," Leonard said.
"I was conscious of my
eye injury and he started
throwing bombs."
Not only was Hearns
throwing bombs, but
plenty of them were
landing. The fight, which
seemed to be going his
way, was suddenly
moving away from
Leonard. Hearns, almost
out of the war earlier,
was back in business and
launching rockets.
"I definitely knew I
was ahead,"}learns said.
The judges agreed.
Going into the 13th round
all three had Hearns in
front. It was 116-112 on
Judge Duane Ford's
card. Judge Chuck
Minker had it 117-111 and
Judge Lou Tabat had it
117-112.
Now, in Round 13,
Leonard turned into a
tiger. He tore into
/learns, bullying his
opponent into the ropes.
Twice, Hearns was
driven through the
strands. The first time,
Referee Davey Pearl
ruled no knockdown. The

•••

111,

•• ••••

second time, however,
there was no question
about it. Hearns had hit
the ring apron for the
mandatory eight count.
When the bell rang,
Hearns was rocky and
Leonard in charge once
more.
Now it was Round 14.
Even with his big 13th
round — he won it by two
points on the cards of all
three officials — Leonard
was still trailing. He
could have won both the
14th and 15th rounds and
still ,not captured the

fight. He needed a
knockout to win and he
went out and got it.
"I didn't think I was
behind, not really,"
Leonard said. "But I
always felt the end result
is what counts."
When the 14th round
began, most ringside
observers had Leonard
ahead on their cards but
the judges did not and
Leonard fought as if he
knew the real score.
Once again, he tore
after Hearns, blasting
away with haymakers.

Hearns, still groggy from
the going-over he had
absorbed in the 13th,
rolled on the ropes again.
Leonard swarmed in
after him, much like a
lion stalking a wounded
prey. At 1:45 of the round,
Referee Pearl stepped in
and stopped the bout.
Leonard had won the only
way he could — by a
knockout.
"I wasn't hurt,"
Hearns said. "I was
pretty much in control. I
definitely knew I was
ahead. I got hit a good
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shot and I was trying to
get myself together. I
thought I was under
control."
The victory gave
Leonard the World
Boxing Association
welterweight crown to go
with his World Boxing
Council title. He also
owns the WBA junior
middleweight title.
It was the first loss in 33
professional bouts for
Hearns, a clear
disappointment in this
showdown he had sought
for so long.
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Laker Preview

SAVE!

Workman:50-50 ChanceTo Play Friday
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
The chances are
0'' that Tommy
Workman, the powerful
fullback behind Calloway
County's potent offense,
will see action Friday
night against visiting
Lone Oak.
Laker Coach Sam Harp
Wednesday said the
senior has missed
practice all week because
of a badly bruised leg
suffered on the third play
of last Friday's game
against Dyer County.
Workman sat out the
second half of that game,
and Harp said he has
been going to Murray
State University Trainer

Other players
questionable for the
contest are linebacker
Kirk Starks and
defensive back-split end
Craig Darnell. Another
significant setback was
suffered last week when
the Lakers lost
sophomore tight end
Mark Duncan for the
season. Duncan suffered
Tom "Doc" Simmons for a broken
leg and torn
treatment of the injury.
ligaments and had to
If Workman does not undergo surgery earlier
recover, the coach said this week.
junior tailback Jeff
Garrison will fill in at
Harp said the rnatchup
fullback. Garrison, who with Lone Oak, which has
has played well this the same 2-1 record as the
season, has the best Lakers, "definitely is the
speed on the team, and biggest game" at this
is elusive in the open point in the season.
field," Harp said.
Besides being a district

contest, he pointed out
this is the first Western
Kentucky Conference
game for each school.
"Whoever wins this
game is in the driver's
seat," Harp said. And the
victor, he said "has a
good chance to go all the
way in the district."
Before losing to
Paducah Tilghman 32-7
last week, Lone Oak
defeated Ballard County
22-7 and shut out
Crittenden County, 22-0.
Colach Tom Pandolfi
Wednesday said "this
game is important for
both of us."
The former Murray
State football player
noted that a healthy

Tiger Preview

'Must Win'Game AwaitsTigers
By JIM RECTOR
over from the hole. If the
Sports Editor
play was going over right
"Last week we knew guard the right tackle
we were going to get beat, and end were barely
we just didn't know how scraping their men and
bad," a realistic John already going down field.
Hina said this week That's how quick they
following Friday's 40-0 are," Hina said.
whitewashing by Fort
Hancock High School
Campbell.
faces Ft. Campbell next
The Falcons complete- and Hina said the Han- for the rest of the MRS
ly dominated the Tigers, cock coach called him schedule. And the crucial
who were missing key recently and asked for turning point will be Friplayers on both sides of advice. Hina jokingly day night.
the ball due to injury said, "I told him to forfeit
'I hate to put a 'must
and sickness and were the game."
win' label on this game,
forced to start sophomore
So with an 0-3 record, but if we're to be district
Chris Boggess at quarter- having been outscored 81- contenders we have to
back.
3, the time is now for have this one," Hina said.
"Boggess did some Murray High School,says One of the biggest factors
good things for us out Hina. Friday the Tigers going in favor of the
there-great things con- begin their district slate Tigers this week will be
'sidering the team we against visiting Fulton the return of quarterback
were facing. I don't think City ( 1-1 ) at 8 p.m. at the David McCuiston, who
anyone anywhere will Murray Middle School missed last week's game
beat Ft. Campbell this field.
when he nearly cut his
year. Why, they were so
All things considered, toes off in a lawn mower
quick they weren't even the first three games accident. Also returning
blocking guys one man were merely warmups will be defensive back
Ronnie Pace, who was
Life insurance needs
recently
released from
p e are
depend on age, family
the hospital where he was
size Income and
different.
financial goals That s
being treated for a virus.
Why your life Insurance
Life Insurance program
"Also this week we'll be
should be
playing someone we think
tailored to your needs
programs are
we can beat. It does a
Let me help you select
different.
life insurance for
world of good for our conyour way of lying
fidence going into a game
where we know we can
753-96
27
about Life
compete,
" Hula saiu.
Insurance
Fulton City's Bulldogs,
for your way
on the other hand will be
of living
trying to prove the
Tigers' assumptions
wrong. Coming off a 4-6
Jane Rogers
disappoi
ntment last year,
201 S. 6t1. St.
the Bulldogs have
Murray, Ky.
tightened their defensive
pad straps and come to
State Farm Life
Insurance Company
town after handing
Home Office
Greenfield (Tenn.) a
Bloomington Illinois
season-opening 7-0 loss
before losing themselves
in an 8-6 heartbreaker to
district for Greenville
last
week.
IA*•good regighteoe. State Farm Is More
Turnovers like a block-

09,

ASK ME

ed extra point kick and
blocked field goal attempt of 20 yards cost the
Bulldogs the Greenville
game despite three
quarters of shutout
defense.
Tailback Arch Hatfield
is the game breaker for
Fulton City has he proved
his running worth against
Greenfield with his 102
yards in 16 carries. Hatfield led all Bulldog
rushers as a sophomore
last year. Another threat
to watch for is tailback
and sometimes quarterback Mike Bransford.
Bransford scored
Fulton City's first
touchdown and teammate quarterback Rick
Cardwell had the
Bulldogs'TD last week.
As a special treat for
the MHS-Fulton City
spectators, the Murray
State Racer band will
perform during the pregame activities. The
MSU band will begin
playing at 7:45 p.m. and
the Murray High Tiger
band will perform at
halftime.
FRESHMAN
FOOTBALL
Tonight both Calloway
County and Murray High
School's freshman football teams see action.
The Laker frosh are on
the road at North Marshall for a 6:30 p.m.
game.
Murray High's froth
will host Lone Oak at the
Murray Middle School
field also at 6:30 p.m.

SCORE—
BOARD
Major League
Baseball

•

litalt ii Sasso
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST

Stood

Garden
Work!

I

Frosty Acres Purple Hull Peas
Frosty Acres Crowder Peas
Frosty Acres Blackeye Peas
..
!
11
Frosty Acres Okra (Breaded)
111 Frosty Acres Baby Limas
Frosty Acres Cream Style Corn
Frosty Acres 100% Pure
Orange Juice
Quarter Pound Peri

IF

I
I
ip
i Ground Beef Patties
0 Beef Hearts

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides ot Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender

O
A

No Chirp. For Cytting, Wrap*,
.Fronk*,

AP

g

$1

siOis
89'

AMERICAN LEAGUE

39

rAsr
• L
n 14

•Detroit
Milwaukee
Isom

111

Wholesale & Retail Meat

/

0 ...,..

24/1201.$21
"

!le Weight Watchers

:

sairkYtirk

311

Tweet

IS
17

Cleeird

la

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
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IN 1111111

5
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-
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355
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3113
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Twee 3

Babarreat

•

111111110110\1\•
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finance charges for

...on purchase of any new
Case lawn/garden tractor
With Case split rate financing, an
Annual Percentage Rate (APR.)
of 10% will be applied for the first
eleven months of the contract.
On the remainder of the contract,
the A.PR. will be 15%. Purchase
must be financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation. Financing
available from 6 to 36 months.

4
,
1114JI11fr;11 'r

1041016/ 111. &PII gall rule Inman,an huh
at
et•now Caw Ilannigsreen Issoloo sad maser
Cash ponce 01 1,OCIO, end maals

$2 575 OW

Open peonenl- Cash and/Or Irsde-m

843 75

Amount to be 1.nanCe0

$1 93125

Numbs. 04 Paravons

Thirty-a.

Mona* peonent NW11 nszaths 16232
low payment, Imp 11 months

$ 655 52

Monthly payment 'o.n.o..;
25 ,nonths 165 80
Taal psyrnents rernelnong 25 months

11 640 00

Total 01 payment]

12 325 52

F mance charge - 1394 21
'Salsa iss as sochcaba
InsurtarCe chases and bhrss lass not mClude0
in Ma •namplo till compos,i• ANNUAL PERCENTAGE SATE is, ha amsh a
conhoct MN]

II

OS

renese

.
• 2r
liyerauli
rc Orii
.11
:
1i
no bells
I
Cchains
pulleys

•30" loam wrier Oeck
•He^ rnaneogralie

• Mechanical attachment
lift - with Snap Fast

Etly•Single lever control -8 tonvarO

ot

easy to use

system
•F ull range of
yard & garden

atuctiments
Includes
38" Mower

The program will continue throughout the
season with North
Elementary honored at
the Trigg County game
and Southwest Elementary the week after that.

10 hp

8 hp
Reguiar Price
Sale Price

11436.00
11100.00

Regular Price
Sale Price

13,001.00
12,400.00

SAVE$336" SAVE $68500

When all area elementary schools have been
honored CCHS will begin
allowing the middle
school the same de,al.

McKeel Equipment Co. MS.
503 Walnut — 753-3062
Prices

'TRACTORS

Do Not Include Attachments

GRAND OPENING
of Murray's new

HEAD QUARTERS
Celebration from Sept.15 thru Sept. 29
Head Quarters has 'timed to 715 South
T:telfth Street. The new Head Quarters is
much r
• r with a larger staff to seme
your entire family 's hair-care needs. e% en
the head of the house.
Vie're not ju•t bigger. we're better. It
seenis ithpossible that our atmosphere

and sem ICC ellUld III' better. but it's
because we'll hase more accommodating.
professional stylists to keep your hair in
shape with professional products like
liedkin. La Mar. KMS. and Jhirmack. Let
our ‘er•atile staff be your head consultants.

(
414
-04
.14111/41
td fir f

Rick Brown

,

Vickie Beadles

Tammy Houchin

Debbie Stogner

Pat Miller

Come in and meet our talented staff.
Register in the big drawing for cash and prizes.

Bob Stogner, Ovate;

Register during our celebration and ou may be one of the
big winners of:

S100 FIRST PRIZE
$50 SECOND PRIZE
S25 THIRD PRIZE
CURLING IRONS

STYLING DRYERS
STYLING BRUSH ES
SHAM POO,CUT& STYLE
Drawing will be conducted on Saturday.
October 1. Be •iire I our name i• in the 1m%.

Grand Opening Sepeial: PERM only. 828.50(Beg.
8401
Speial price will be honored through September 29. 1981

Head Quarters
Where you get selective service

oult.17. lie2zu
.r.IYalt 2
Karen City 1, Calllands I
oween I Seattle i

APR. Mance charges lee the
balance of your contract

417

Wedeeeley's Gomm

s-54, Dadra

A

the first 11 months

•

,IN
.47$

17 17
111 19
19
is ti
halia
14 IS
Ward'
12 is
a-First-hall &Hain waster

Pfoompo 733• 1601,
NOUNS;7:00-5:00 Mos.-Fri.
•

Friday CCHS will begin
its area elementary
school appreciation program allowing any student from East Elementary, accompanied by a
paying adult, to get into
the CCHS-Lone Oak game
free.

On special split rate financing

6111

17
19

WEPT
1111 Lirelaly

0,. GI
BSON HAM CO. 1
.
t
4
4

Pd. GB
411 $79 1
571 14
MO 2

12 II
• Is
If IS

1111mile
Tao

!BY N. lat St.

Pet. GB

X 14
.51111 II 17
.514 Vol
14 11
471 4
11 :47 Pi
Pitteturgb
1st
417 4
0 4-Fluladelpha
14 al
III
I
WE=
Houston
5 13
el Angeles
21 15
SU 2
Sin Francesco
a 15
.571 234
ii Cintiman
3 It
.S0 3%
II 17
.514 40i
Sail Diego
11 X
.X7 IS%
a-Fad -half division wooer
Wethwiallay's Gams
PAL/burgh at Chicago, ppd., rain
Phtladelphu 3-4, New York 14
StLouis 7-3 Mantles] 1-4. Sad game 11
maga
Hanlon 5, San Diego 2
Las Angeles 3, Atlanta 2
San Frannwo 12, Cincinnati 7
llowseMy's Gann
Pttdburgh (Rhode, 43 at Chicago
(Enver -41
St law (AnduAr 4-41 at Montreal
(Rogers 741 (n)
Philadelphia Moles 0-21 at New York
(Snail 4411 i n)
Montan ( J %etre 171 at San Diego
(Mara 542
Atlanta (Mahler 5-6) at Loa Angeles
(Val/wade 1241 In )
Carolina( (Seaver ll-2i at San Francisco tillhitaon $41 inl

•
20$. $15.29
201. $13.99
201. $14.49
201. $15.79
201. S16.99
12-10 oz. pkg. $6.50

N

L

Louis
Montreal
Chicago
New York

0
1
St.

Workman is hazardous to
any opponent, but he
added that his defense
cannot afford to key on
any one player.
Lone Oak is led
offensively by
quarterback Shane
Jones, a 6-2, 180-pound
senior who also handles
the punting and kicking
duties. He has not missed
an extra point this year,
Pandolfi said.
Another offensive
standout is halfback Scott
Elkins. The 6-1, 170-pound
junior rushed for 135
yards last week against
Tilghman.
Kickoff time for the
contest is 8 p.m. at the
Calloway County High
Stadium.

715 South Twelfth Street

753-2266

ANyvv.geolvikv.

SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend friday nights game

Murray High (0-3)
Hosts

, Fulton City
At Ty Holland Stadium

8:00 P.M. Friday
753 6656

Purdom
Motors
401 Olive

At Five Points
- 753-5782

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

Workma
Owner

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

SHIELD OF SHELTER

Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
605 Maple'Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

Roberson's Nih Burger
Inn

For your
LIFE HEALTH HOME CAR

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER
DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753 -0445

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

SHELTER INSURANC
(Formerly MFA)

'SOO &'700 Rebates

Owned By
Mildred IL Harley Roberson

Famous for Pit Barbecue,
Homemade Pips &
Plate Lunches

Southside Manor

Call 753-0182
or
753-1423

V • '
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Group Supports Districts'Funding
FRANKFORT, Ky. will still provide match
(AP) — A legislative funds, Martin said, but in

-

A similar view was
expressed by state
Finance Secretary
George Atkins, who also
appeared before the
subcommittee.
After Lunsford
announced his budget
cuts, Atkins decided to
restore part of the state
aid (some $495,000
according to legislative
figures) to help the
districts continue
providing the
local-government
assistance.
Noting the "different
philosophical viewpoint
among cabinet
members," Atkins said
the needs of smaller
communities justified
continued funding for the
ADDs.
The development
districts were created to

local governments" by
encouraging them to hire
whatever experts they
need rather than relying
on the ADDs.
The availability of help
from the development
districts, he said, may
have contributed to
communities' lack of
progress.
"I'm not sure we
haven't standardized and
made everybody
mediocre," Martin
added.
But the subcommittee
members appeared
doubtful that Kentucky's
poorer cities and counties
could afford to hire the
help they need.

subcommittee has sent a smaller amounts because
message to the state of the federal reductions.
Commerce Cabinet: Its
Also included in the
members support state reduction, however,
funding sfor area was money the ADDs
development districts have used to provide
even though the state is in technical assistance to
a tight financial local governments.
condition.
State Commerce
The Commerce Cabinet Secretary Bruce
decided earlier this year Lunsford has maintained
to cut funding for the that the local
state's 15 ADDs by some governments should be
$858,000; the total willing to pay for the
appropriation for the services they receive
districts was about $1.5 from the ADDL
million.
And Martin told the
Proponents and subcommittee that, "I'm
opponents of the cuts not sure we shouldn't put
appeared Wednesday more responsibility on
before the Subcommittee
on Area Development
Districts of the joint
G. CORN,JR.
Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
And the subcommittee
members left little doubt "The longest odds in the jack. Declarer ruffed grateabout which side received world are those against get- fully, drew trumps and
ting even." — Mark Twain. threw all of dummy's clubs
their support.
Local financial support When the defenders fail to on his own good hearts—
four spades.
for the ADDs is a cash the setting trick making
East blamed West for not
dream," and the districts against a vulnerable game, trying his ace of clubs
The Kentucky Human
will no longer exist if some words are bound to be instead of the diamond jack
federal and state funding said. Look over the sequence but West claimed that be Service Association will
who,
is unavailable, said state of plays and you decidemore
couldn't really tell. Had sponsor an evening of
had earned
if
either,
Rep. Art Schmidt.
South
held a club void and country-bluegrass music,
his share of the blame.
another
diamond, cashing from 7 p.m. to 10 Friday,
But the cuts were than
After his original pass,
defended by Community North felt he was a shade the club ace would give the Sept. 18, at the Woodmen
of the World Building.
and Regional strong for a single raise, so game away.
Proceeds from the
Development he invited by a jump to Who gets the major part
the blame? East was the event will benefit foster
Commissioner Andrew three. South accepted, of
real culprit. Instead of lead"Skipper" Martin, who counting on his distribution ing the diamond 10 at trick children. Donations also
will be accepted.
said the action came in to aid the play.
three, he should have led his
East won his heart ace
response to federal
deuce.
This
would
show
and cashed the diamond ace,
budget cuts.
either two diamonds or four
West encouraging with his
In the past, federal eight.
East continued with
6-17-A
NORTH
funds earmarked for the the diamond 10 and declar* A10753
development districts er's queen went to West's
V9
have been matched with king. West wondered what
*643
*K854,
state money.
to play next and unforEAST
The Commerce Cabinet tunately tried the diamond WEST

THE ACES®IRA

.•

.... - . .. '
......
The New Mavigernent At

help counties and cities
get federal and state aid,
and "smaller, less
affluent areas have
benefited under the ADD
process," Atkins said.
The Commerce
Cabinet's decision to cut
the funding could destroy
a system that has
provided valuable
services in the past,
Schmidt said.
And Rep. C.M. "Hank"
Hancock, D-Frankfort,
said the action was
inconsistent with the
businesslike approach to
government advocated
by the Brown
administration.
It is better for a group
of local communities to
use one expert than for all
of them to hire such
experts individually, he
said.

Association ToSponsor
County Music Friday

CUTS
A717 HEATING
COSTS
4rhi

UL

/lkddln.
TEMP-RITE'10
Portable Radiant
Kerosene Heater
• • 300 E' per hiour -enough to
are as 20 20' Auto
' t'aei.
,ght
,
d removabe fuel tank
re woodgra,n Insti Automatic
-oft ii t•pped or jarred
amensons 25" x 14-

Start saving money today' Aladdin heaters are over 99% eft-.
c ent and designed to be eis,iy carried anywhere Turn down the
thermostat trom 72' to 62' and yOu can lower the costs ot your
Central heating system by as much as 30% tower it to 55'. and
yOu Can Save even more Then use an Aladdin heater to warm the
area yOu re ,n tOr tuSt pennies Per hour
Every Aladdin heater s manufactured under'he strictest quaty control standards rs1 the industry No smoke no odor. absolutely
no .nstalialion necessary Automatic lighting - no matches
needed Automatic shut-oft it tipped Or jarred Heaters operate
0!ilje, deuendng .POn model
,ror, i2 22,-0,,rs

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: North. The bidding:
North
Pass
3*

East
Pass
Pass

South
1*
4*

Come On In And We Guarantee You'll
See The Changes — No Bull — But Our Sign Is The Same.

RENHOEM'S
RESTAURANT
Homestyle
Cooking at
Reasonable Prices

1206 Chestnut St.
Next To Dixieland Center
Just a short walk from campus
Hrs. 5 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
.6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun.

I
I
SPORTING GOODS

Nike® "All Court"

Leather uppers, herringbone sole, foam

Phone
153-2571

9-17-B

462
•8765
4/ 1(.185
411hAQ2

North
140
340

South
1NT
?

ANSWER: Four spades. A
maximum initial response
and the spade game should
prove safer than three no
trump.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.
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on Fri. and Sat. Nights
Only $300

Bid with Corn
South holds:
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padded tongue and terry-cloth insole.
/
2 to 14.
White with black stripe. Sizes 51
Suggested Retell $37.95

Sale

Cotton uppers and rubber court sole.
Padded collar, insole and terry lining.
White with light blue stripe.

Suggested Retail $21.95

Sale

$1

$3295

65 .......,

„,e--

Nike® "Wimbledon"

Nike' Blazer"
White leather hi-top with red trim.
Sizes 3 to 13.
Suggested Retell
Qt
$41.95

White leather uppers with light blue
stripe. For the tennis player. Sizes 3 to 13.

0

Suggested Retell $36.95

Sale

Sole

$3565
Nike® Lady All Court'
White canvas with blue trim.

40
Nike "Lady Oceania"
White nylon and suede with blue
trim.

Suggested Retell
$21.95

Suggested Rola
$22.95

Sale

No "GIN RUIN" SALE
REM FM
IA PA Is Am
a CANN SAWN DOR fiiih
Wu Ars
NA Ms
IS Fl ImICAs
N CAW 1W Illb

and

Filet of Ky. Lake Catfish

Nike® "Bruin"

fed el or lIffersel esw herds hes•resod asp** test F. PAT se des pip la lie eels eau awns ewer
met stele bees eidi alliadly. Iwo.4 16. plies,assets el Ms arse we or dam di tail beim Inn
diem.

sA al Os tara Faure' 19

On Wed. Nights
For Only $250

and West would have been
easily guided to find the setting trick.

THE "GOOD DAY" SALES
(Werld's Largest Purebred Nog Sale)
3 SALES - 5 BREEDS -700 HEAD
I DAY -WILLOW SPRINGS, MISSOURI- 1 TOWN
THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 24, 19111
CLEAN AIR — CLEAN WATER — CLEAN HOGS

111111119" SAU
PI PALSPURIM

BBQ Chicken Special

The entire family can take advantage of this super sport-shoe
special on quality Nike styles until September 19th. They're the
shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities. Buy now at
savings you can appreciate

West
Pass
All
Pass

Opening lead: Heart eight

21 c)°° g.
Murray Home & Auto

as

I

is offering you a change of
pace with a

1 5% Off
Shoes
Nike
5 Days Only

SOUTH
•K Q J98
•K Q J104
•Q7
*6

leRe
Special$
$274.00
Sa

giutiVaeue

.4
•A32
•A109.2
•J10973

*62
V8765
•K.185
41AQ2

...a 35-year reputation for state-of-the-art quality

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Music will be provided
by the Blood River
Bluegrass Boys and the
Country Beat. Both
groups have donated time
to the cause.
Admission will be $1.50
for adults,$1 for children
6-12 and children under 6
will be admitted free.
Refreshments also will be
sold.

Trenholm's Restaurant

Sole •

Ink

Nike® "Lady Cortez'4

Nike® "Curt Canvas"

White leather with electric blue trim.
Sizes 4 to 10.

White Canvas With Light Blue or
Red Trim,Sizes 1-4

Suggested Retell
$30.95

Sole

S
.
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SPORTING GOODS
1203 as
Chestnut "Everything for that SPORT in your wel

753-8844
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SUPPORT THE [AKERS
attend friday nights game
••&S.
,

Calloway County (3-1)
Hosts

Lone Oak (2-1)

Attaker Stadium
8 P.M.
804 Chestnet

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment
SPORTING GOODS
Prolgsvone tindsr_ave Serrm

Olympic Plata-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing
Your Michelin
:Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
Murray, Ky
1105 Pogue Ave.
753-1489

Go Get em Lakers!
Good Luck Laker:
from

We're With You
All The Way

University

[Akers!

c:
=!Ullf

G

At Five Points
753-5732
ulf.
L.D. Workman
Owner

I.

Automatic
Champ

Kentucky Farm Bureau

Now On Salo

$459°°
Town & Country
. Yamaha
Rwy. 4 II:/Kerrey, Ky.
6

,111.

p .vp

Home & Farm Owners-life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
AgentsTerry
Rey T. Broach
310 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray
Electric
System

401 Olive — 753-5321
Phone
(502) 753-4703 "All The Way Lakers"

4

• • .

I'At;F:

41,

45 TIMES.llurmla).Srpirmbrr 1'4% 1901
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Economists Press For Return To Gold Standard

WASHINGTON(AP) —
Mainstream analysts
may sputter or laugh, but
a small and increasingly
influential group of
conservative economists
is pressing for a return to
a national gold standard.
It's the best way, they
say, to stop inflation's
erosion of the dollar.
Heavy gold coins
wearing out your pants
pockets? A bag of yellow
dust to pay your
mortgage? Don't snort
too soon. Some of these
economists are the folks
who brought you
President Reagan's big
three-year tax-rate cut —
another idea once
„.widely
scorned.,
With the Reagan
economic plan ready to
go into effect Oct. 1, some
of the president's most
ardent "supply-side"
supporters are now
arguing that a gold-based
monetary system is
absolutely essential to

• .01-

bring down the inflation
burgeoning national
and high interest rates
for example —
that are stifling the infl tion must result,
economy.
they ontend.
The new U.S. Gold
So ke the reins out of
Commission, which the F 's hands, they
meets Friday, contains ,say. Set a specific dollar
enough skeptics to ensure price for an ounce of gold
that its final report will and agree to redeem
be no full-scale anyone's dollars for a
recommendation for the specific amount of the
gold standard. But it shiny metal. And require
could conceivably go part the government to keep
way. And the "gold bugs" enough gold to support
are assured of getting the paper dollars and
more public attention.
coins in circulation.
Their theory has it that
That way, they say, the
US. economic problems money supply could not
are largely due to the expand any quicker than
Federal Reserve Board's the supply of gold —
inability or unwillingness which has grown at an
to control the supply of annual rate of about 2
currency and credit, or to . percent over the years.
investors' unwillingness
The plan is simple,
to believe that the although the commission
Federal Reserve and the will discuss quite a few
administration will keep variations, including how
trying to do the same, no direct the link should be
matter what.
and whether a paper
When the money supply dollar could be supported
grows too quigkly — with by less than a dollar's
money printed to finance worth of gold.
kN•
\\
s

VN .

A number of
economists say the gold
bugs may have a point.
But it's a point
accompanied by a lot of
problems.
A few of the pitfalls, as
spelled out by critics:
—A direct gold
standard can fight
inflation but can also
hamper recovery from a
recession when it might
be necessary to boost the
money supply to ignite
investment. It was during
the Depression that the
United States, for all
practical purposes, went
off gold.
—A big portion of the
world's current mining of
gold is in South Africa
and the Soviet Union.
Either nation could cause
considerable mischief to
the U.S. economy by
suddenly halting gold
sales or by using it to buy
up dollars.
—America's balanceof-payments deficit in oil

last year was just over
$79 billion. What if the
Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries decided to
demand gold in
payment!
Other, more technical,
problems concern set
prlclngofgold—toohlgh
a price would fuel
inflation, too low a price
would depress business.
The world market price,
currently about $4110 an
ounce, would not
necessarily be a
controlling factor.
Backers of a new gold
standard say the
technical problems can
be solved by fine-tuning
and that foreign powers
simply wouldn't have the
clout some people fear.
And they say people
wouldn't really carry
gold coins to buy
cheeseburgers for lunch
and bus rides home. More
likely, few people would
want to bother with gold

if they knew their dollars
were strongly supported.
The commission is
supposed to have its
recommendations in by
next month, but it will
probably ask for and
receive an extension.
The 17-member group
appears to be domiasted
by gold foes, including
three Federal Reserve
governors whose nowcritical money supply
duties would be greatly
diminished by a new and
direct link between gold
and the dollar.
And meetings may well
continue to be directed by
Treasury
Undersecretary Beryl
Sprinkel, standing in for
Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan. Sprinkel
has had few kind words'
for the idea of returning
to a gold standard.
On the other hand, nonmember David
Stockman, the
president's influential

••;Ns.
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King 4934411

17 oz
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New Store Hours
Mon.•Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00

4 Roll Pkg.
With $12.50 Additlund
Perchase Escledlag
Tobacco Wiry P

20 oz.$239

Chicken of
The Sea or
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12 pk.$149

Bold LaundDETERGENTry

39c
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16 oz

17 oz

$149
64 oz.

Tuna
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Betty Crocker Golden Brownie
39C MIX
191/2 oz.
..17 oz
4 in 1 Glass

Rosedole Sweet

Cleaner
PICKLES
CHICKEN

U.S. Choice

Limit 3

69

59!

IVA Oz.

6% oz.

With $12.30 Additional
Porches* lacioding
Tobacco a Dairy Products

With S12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products/

16 oz $149

Paramount Lite Sweet

Round%
*teak

Cake
Mix

49 oz $199

Solo Liquid

Pride of Ill., Cream Style

16 oz $1 19

Swanson Mix in
59c

Rosedole

5 oz

or Slices
MC Sunflower Self Rising

MEAL

29 oz.

Hyde Park

16 oz

Sum Salad
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DRESSING
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„oz 89c

Bakers Choc.

32 oz.

Libby Chunk

51b.$1
"

$1119

CHIPS

12oz.

Economy

1

Sirloin Tip
Roast

$259
lb.

Sirloin Steak
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$129

BEEF

lb

$199
1

Bryan Juicy Jumbo
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EGGS
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Calif Red
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1,001.
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CARROTS

Baby Swiss
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Flov 0 Rich
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CHICKEN
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Eckrich All Meat

Owen's Best BBQ

$1 79

4.734
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RIBS
BOLOGNA
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Bryon Beefy Jumbo

Grade A Medium

ONIONS
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EGGS
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lb

U.S. Choice Ground

ROUND

Grads'A' WI*

Owens Best Deli Roast

U.S. Choice Fresh

•Y

EGGS
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U.S. Choice Sirloin

$689
20 lb

Groh "A" Mtn UM*

U.S. Choice
Boneless Top

3-4 Lb Pig

ATS
GROUND CHUCK

DOG FOOD

Beef
29

$239

Lb. Box

Come & Get It

Ground

U.S. Choice

59c

20 oz.69 Sunshine Krispy

CRACKERS

TIP STEAK

k

Mary Hamilton 753-3570

Bonus pecial
Choice of 1 Wi ,
.$11.50 Order
Both With 1,
it $25,00 Order el,
All 3 With 11'
S35.00 Order 1!1,111!.1)
Duncan Hines
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Carnation Hot

Hyde Park Blue Lake Cut
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PEAS

oaC

TOMATOES
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COCOA MIX
MC
44 COCOA MIX

38 oz.$1

Luck's Great Northern
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made simple.
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embraces.
A big question is where
the president comes down
on this new issue. He's
said a lot of vaguely
aipportive thing, such
as when he was asked
recently about one
enthusiast's prediction
that a return to the gold
standard could lower
Interest ratesfrom the 1730 percent range to 3
percent.
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Puritan

budget director, has
supported the general
idea of a "monetary
standard." And other
outside supporters
include economist Ardor
Leifer and Rep. Jack
Kemp, R-N.Y., the prime
architect and a main
popularizer- of the
"supply-side" idea that
tax cuts can pay for
themselves by
encouraging investment,
an idea Reagan
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Church Directory
Calvary Missionaryat the 11 a.m. service.
School will be
Baptist Church atSunday
10 a.m., a basket lunch

The Calvary will be served at noon,
Missionary Baptist and singing with Dwane
Church, located on Jones as master of
Bazzell Cemetery Road, ceremonies will be in the
southwest of Coldwater, afternoon.
will hear the Rev. Terry
Persons unable to
Sills, director of missions attend should mail their
for the Blood River donations for the
Baptist Associatidn, cemetery upkeep to Lexie
speak at the revival Watson, Route 2, Murray,
services to start Monday, Ky.42071.
Sept. 21, and continue
through Sunday,Sept. 27.
Goshen United
Harold Elkins will
direct the singing and Methodist Church
The Goshen United
Jean Ann Strong will be
the pianist. The pastor is Methodist Church will
the Rev. William Strong. , hear the pastor, the Rev.
Julian Warren, speak at
C.J.C. L.D.S.
the 11 a.m. worship
The Primary service on Sunday, Sept.
Department of the 20. He will be assisted by
Church of Jesus Christ of Randy Wilson, layman of
Latter Day Saints will the week.
have its "Primary
The Children's Singing
International" on Group, directed by Tonya
Saturday, Sept. 19, from Elkins and Debbie
10 a.m. to 12 noon for all Woods, will sing a special
the primary children.
number at the service.
This is educational as
Church School will be
well as fun for the at 10 a.m. and evening
children. There will be worship will be at 6:30
activities, food and p.m. Mid-week Bible
entertainment typical of study will be at 7 p.m.
countries of the world Wednesday.
such as Holland, Japan,
St. John's
Mexico, Phillipines,
South Pacific Island, and Episcopal Church
other countries.
For the first time
The children have been members and friends of
encouraged to dress with St. John's Episcopal
an international mode if Church will participate in
they desire, a church a service called
spokesman said. The "Celebration of a New
event will be at the Ministry" this Sunday
church located at 650 night. Celebrant and
South 1 6 th preacher will be the Rt.
Street, Murray.
Rev. David B. Reed, D.
Bishop of the Episcopal
Christian Science D.,
Diocese of Kentucky.
Society
The service will be
This week's Bible lesson preceded by special
sermon to be read on music-under the direction
Sunday, Sept. 20, at 11 of Carl Mowery. The
a.m. at the Christian Brass Ensemble will
Science Society will be begin at about 7:10 p.m.,
"Matter."
while the actual service
A church spokesman will start at 7:30.
said the lesson will deal
Bishop Reed will
with a part of Genesis formally induct the Rev.
concerning Moses, and David Robinson as Vicar
invites the public to of St. John's and
Episcopal Chaplain at
attend.
Independence Murray State University.
The Rev. Tim Taylor of
Methodist Church Paducah will read the
A Fall Festival will be Bishop's Letter of
held at the Independence Institution, while the
United Methodist Church, Rev. Tom Daily of St.
located 2/
1
2 miles east of Paul's, Henderson will
Almo, on Saturday, Sept. act as the Bishop's
19, starting at 4 p.m. The Chaplain. Lay Readers
event will be sponsored will be Dean George
by the United Methodist Casparian of the
Purchase Council and Dr.
Youth Fellowship.
Activities will include Frank Blodgett.
Ashton Wagner will be
games, rock-a-thon,
country store auction, head usher. Miss George,
and hot dog and chili Brien Doyle, Ann
supper, according to a Harcourt, Sarmar
church spokesman who Mafoud, Heather Doyle
invites the public to and Ben Moore will be
Acolytes.
attend.
Representing students
Spring Creek
from United Campus
Baptist Church Ministry, Mark Epstein
The Spring Creek will participate inthe
Baptist Church, located offering of the Collects.
off Highway 783, Penny- The Rev. Harold Marsh
Airport Road, will have of Grace Church,
its annual homecoming Hopkinsville, will be
on Sunday, Sept. 20, with deacon. Dr. Larrie Clark
the pastor, the Rev. will direct the singing of
Randolph Allen, to speak Psalm 86. Nancy

Whitmer is the organist.
The Rev. Custis Fletcher
will lead in the Litany.
The formal Induction
begins after the sermon
when Claudia Moore and
Elizabeth Whitmer
present the Vicar with the
Bible. Cindy Hale and
Phyllis Clary will bring
forward a vessel of
water. Jane Smith and
Kathy Gentry will then
present the vicar with a
new stole, a gift from St.
John's. Jule and Pat
Harcourt will give him
the Prayer Book, while
Jim and Nancy Schempp
bring up olive oil.
Wardens Larry Doyle
and Steve Hale will
present the keys to the
church and the Rev.
David Seltzer, associate
rector of St. Matthew's,
Louisville, will give the

Mar-Kel Lighting Factory Outlet Store

Constitution and Canons
of the Church. David and
Inez Gibbs will then
present the bread and
wine for the Eucharist.
A festive reception on
the Church Patio has
been planned for after the
service.

Lakeway Village Shopping Center -

Hwy. 79E

642-8142

Paris 1 elm

ONCE A YEAR
EXTRA SPECIAL CLEAN-UP SALE

Knight To Hold
Fourth Annual
Fish Fry

Ginger Jars, Spice Jars & Many other styles.

The Knights of
Columbus will hold its
fourth annual fish fry
from noon to 8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 19, at St.
Leo's Parrish Center.
Admission will be $3.50
for adults and $1.75 for
children. All proceeds
will go to charitable
organizations.

at

29 to 32 in.

/3

21 to 26 in

1
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

Sale through September 21st
Buy one at regular price get the second one for Si 00. Hundreds of lamps to choose from cis
colors, sizes and styles Market is happy to offer you the lowest wholesale
prices ever Come in
and browse and compare.
Replacement shades, mirors wicker and many other decorator items.

753-0984

Storage

off our large selection of wood table Inmps

butiliagi. nines claim lint mks, arm Hews. 'saw.
non* Ina
taintfiver la u.n i, b1/514411. 234 it .W6 alisean
minima
Dimeis it Is 30 It Nor& no4 while mei asil raisin
Aho ;yew koldeiv bib
up to 4040
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Located at Lakeway Shopping Center
Next to Uncle Lee's
Hwy. 79 East -

CLOSED ROM FM 5 P.M Il SUR P

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Paris. Tenn

Store Hours 10 t Mon Sat
1 5 Sun

''LF.43v

Deluxe AM/FM Stereo
SCR-2 by Realistic®
Cassette

Half-Price Speaker
Sale!

Save
$40

1111111111iimou1111,11111

Optimus®-10 by Realistic

Save
$70

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111111111

Big sound you can carry around—cut 28%! Two electret condenser mikes for "live" stereo recording, or tape directly offthe-air. "Stereo-Wide" for extra depth, Auto-Level, Auto-Stop,
tone control, morel 414-805
sottonos extra

Reg. 139.95 Each

•8" Woofer, 10" Passive
Radiator, 31/4" Tweeter
• Brilliance Contour Control
Now get two outstanding speaker systems for the regular price of one! The
woofer is acoustically coupled to the passive radiator for deep, nch, cleansounding bass response. Custom-designed cone tweeter provides wide dispersion of crystal-clear highs. Variable brilliance control tailors treble response to
room's acoustics. Genuine walnut veneer finish—no vinyl or plastic. Hurry!
#40-2028

Low-cost "road insurance"! Priority switch for instant access to
Emergency Channel 9. With lockplug mike. #21-1534

29% Savings! Compact AM/FM

Save $30! 20-Range Digital
LCD Multimeter

Save

By Microntag

LED Digital Clock Radio
Chronomatici-211 by Realistic

$12
shley's airtight cast-iron doors and exclusive patented downdraft system extend
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
while automatically maintaining the heat level
ou select! Amazingly economical, too, with
users reporting fuel savings of 50 to 75 per cent!
Enjoy modern convenience
while you heat with inxpensive, readily
y.
vailable firewood.
Install an Ashley . AMERICASFAMOItill
nd save!
HOUSE-WARMER

412-1516
Precision test instrument uses advanced
LSI chip. 3i/2-digit, 0.4"-high display. Measures AC and DC volts, AC and DC
milliamps, resistance. Auto zero adjust
and polarity. With leads, manual #22-198

PURDOM'S
INC.

Batteries wars

Check Your Phone Book for the Radie/Mel(Store or Dealer Nearest You

202 So. 5th St. — 753-4872

4111.••••-•

Rise 'n shine to music or buzzer! Sleep
switch lets you fall asleep to your favorite
station—radio shuts off automatically
Bright display with dimmer, snooze button,
fast/slow time-set, earphone jack, AFC-FM.

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
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• Ads Backing Coroner May Cause Trouble For Hospital
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — Two full-page
newspapers ads placed
by a northern Kentucky
hospital in support of a
candidate for coroner
may get the hospital and
some of its officers in
trouble.
The Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance feels
there is probable cause to
believe that St. Elizabeth
Medical Center of
Covington,. seven of its
trustees and its
administrator Paul
Bellendorf violated three
sections of state law
governing campaign
financing.
The sections prohibit a
corporation from making
political contributions,
bar a person from
coercing his employees to
vote for a political
candidate and ban a
person from making a
contribution in the name
of another person.
The registry
, unanimously voted
Wednesday to refer the
case to the state attorney
general for prosecution.
The violations
allegedly occured during
the May Democratic
primary contest for
Kenton County coroner
between incumbent Dr.
Robert Reichert and
challenger Dr. William
McElhinney.
McElhinney, who lost a
close race to Reichert for
the • nomination, filed a
complaint with the
registry concerning fullpage ads supporting
Reichert that appeared in
the Kentucky Post and
Kentucky Enquirer
newspapers.

fr.

The ads contained the
name and "logo" of St.
Elizabeth Medical Center
and the names of all
trustees and corporate
officers.
McElhinney also
complained about a letter
from Bellendorf to more
than 1,300 employees of
the hospital "directing"
them to vote for Reichert.
The ads were a
response to a May 22
newspaper article in
which McElhinney
charged that incompetent
medical service at St.
Elizabeth had led to
deaths and injuries that
were being covered up.
The ads were placed by
the seven trustees who
met for about two hours
May 22 to plan a response
to McElhinney's charges.

Cutenemy
Save money

One trustee, Donald
Niehaus, borrowed most
of the money for the ads
that day from the
Covington Trust and
Banking Co., whofe
president and chief
executive officer, Merwin
Grayson Jr., was also a
hospital trustee present
at the meeting.
Those present agreed
to individually pay for the
ads and to ask the absent
trustees for money. They
agreed to make up the
difference to pay off the
note if the other trustees
did not contribute.
All but one of the 15
trustees eventually gave
some money toward the
ads.
The trustees contended
they had legitimately
responded to
McElhinney's attacks
under the First
Amendment guarantee of
freedom of speech.
The registry said it
found such arguments
"to be not only

-There remain few
misplaced, but difficult to
ways which present a
digest."
It said prohibitions greater obstruction to the
against corporate free and unfettered
political involvement are , exercise of sufferage
contained not only in the than an employer
statutes but in the state "directing" the vote of
his employees," the
constitution.
"The First Amendment registry said.
Since all of the trustees
cannot be used here as a
shield to such were not party to the
unwholesome and decision, the registry said
improper behavior," the "the letter and the ads
amount to regrettable
registry said.
"If the corporation felt deceptions. They amount
injured by Dr. to unlawful contributions
McElhinney's remarks it made in the name of
could well have denied others."
The trustees whose
them publicly without
asking voters to support names were forwarded to
his opponent.
the attorney general were
The registry said there Niehaus, Grayson,
was probable cause that Charles Deters, Dr.
the letter written by William Mersch, Dr.
Bellendorf not only John Cassidy, Dr.
violated the ban against Charles Perry and
corporate contributions, William Middendorf.
The registry found they
since a hospital secretary
typed it and the hospital's "gathered in the board
print shop copied it, it room of St. Elizabeth
also violated the ban Medical Center for the
against coercion of purpose of using that
corporation — its power
employees.
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ENERGY
A SAVE
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"NO INTEREST—NO CARRYING CHARGE"
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A BEEF SIDE
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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The registry dismissed
and political muscle — to registry said.
complaint against the
the
such
"It was prescisely
influence the race for
trustees and
other
ent
involvem
corporate
coroner."
and his
Reichert
against
The registry said all of that (the statute) was
wife
"
prohibit
to
and
enacted
those involved "knew
understood the effect of
what they were doing.
KEEP THAT GREAT
They knew and
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
understood that they
possessed the power of
o bligating the
corporation.
"They did so obligate
St. Elizabeth Medical
Center in a partisan
political race. The
consequences for such
acts must rest with them
and the corporate entity
they obligated," the
1977 Olds Cutlass Supreme
registry said.
orange with tan vinyl top, tan
2
door,
"Here, in two full-page
power steering, power
interior,
vinyl
St.
,
sements
adverti
ing, tilt wheel,
conditon
brakes, air
Elizabeth Medical Center
miles.
44,xxx
wheels,
rally
bold
am/fm,
in
name
its
gave
letters, endorsing Dr.
$4477.00
Reichert's candidacy.'
Dwain Taylw Chevridet hie.
The influence which St.
Elizabeth Medical Center
641 South, Murray
753-2617
e xerted was
considerable, and was
also unwholesome in
every respect," the

DOWN
ACROSS
1 Former
1 River duck
Russian
2 Use of
ruler
artifice
5 As written
3 Emmet
Mus
4 Sun god
8 Diplomacy
5 Heavenly
12 Sicilian
bodies
volcano
8 Caudal
13 Hindu
appendage
cymbals
7 Everyone
14 Century
Tantalum
8
plant
symbol
15 Skill
9 Boxing name
16 Posts
10 Agreement
18 Hostelry
11 Care for
19 Scale note
20 Clayey earth 16 Planet
21 Chinese mile 17 Thick slice
20 Masculine
23 NFL score
22 Pronoun
24 Rips
25 Girl's name
26 Liquid
26 Took a blue
28 Secluded
nbbon
valleys
27 Wipe out
29 Tennis
28 Female deer
stroke
29 Permit
30 Uncooked
31 Tiny
32 Eye closely
33 Strike
33 Chicken
34 Gait
35 Scar
36 Intellect
37 Adhesive
Substance
3/ Tidy
40 Path
41 Greek letter
43 Silver
Symbol
44 Boundary
45 Men in blue
Abbr
47 Fuss
49 Oleoresin
51 — the line
52 Logical
irscompatibility
55 Toward
shelter
56 Ship channel
57 Sole

For- your Gasoline
coupon is worth

Try Before
You Buy
Trial Steaks
Free
Two
Just For You When
you Come In and Order Beef

Answer to Weshiesday's Putzle
A Pt
0

A

A

A

34 Sheet of
glass
36 Bet
37 Fright
39 Babylonian
deity
40 Boundary
41 South Amencan rodent
42 Image
44 Mother of

Free Bonus

Castor and
Pollux
45 Body of
water
46 Gainsay
48 Unit
50 Fall behind
51 Metal
53 Tellurium
symbol
54 P epoettion

30 Lb. Frying Chicken
10 Lb. Bacon
5 Lb. Pork Sausage
5 Lb. Hot Dogs

U.S.D.A. CHOICE STEAK SECTION
INCLUDES ALL YOUR SETTER STEAKS
... THESE ARE BEST BROILED...
PRICED FOR QUALITY BUYING ...

Miter. Beef Side
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lit-D.A.PrimeSides
300Lbs.OfBeefForOnly$10.98PerWeekfor26Weeks U.S.D.A. Front Quarters

$1.99
h.$1.03
$1.03

Economy Beef Sides
Primal Cut Beef Qtrs.

$1.89-$3.49

SELECT IT
SEE IT WEIGHED, CUT,
TRIMMED, DOUBLE WRAPPED

THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS

LACOSTE'

OD

COMPARE

for
Men & Women

Coll 898 6196. We II godly

LACOSTE

kr youi

by phone
;ftor71.
Charge it! No interest or carrytng
less
or
months
3
in
lust pay
first

IShirts-Sweaters-Accessories1
I Z Z OD'

tog Woo

Watch Tour Beef Las and Ian:lava

payment

IS

days from

dot

purchase.
tr

All meat sok' hanging *eight and subiect
trimming loss. All meat processed on
premises
Guarantee On all moot If you are not
completely satisfied your order will be
replaced package for package

IZOO combines classic styling with
fabric innovation The outcome is the
IZOO LACOSTE sportshin with the
alligator emblem trademark ready
for adventure Sportsminded and
easier t hen ever tocare for in Dacron"
Colton knit Sizes S 11/1 L XL

898-6296
TO OPEN YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT
AND RESERVE YOUR CUTTING TIME

at

AN MootSold According to Woights Available

Open
Monfft
10am 7pm
Sat
Trot 10 a m.-6 p m
m
Possu
Highway 62 Hear Paducah
1 maes East of
Phone 898-6296

•

uclungbam
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
. :GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Murray, Ky.
.. Dimilitiond Center
Mon.-Sol. 9.00 o.m.-5.00 p.m.

I.
Jai

COLORED PRINT

